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The Development and Evaluation of
Effective Symbol Signs

by

Belinda Lowenhaupt Collins

ABSTRACT

Graphic symbols have recently been widely adopted for sign systems in the

United States. Beginning with traffic sign systems, symbols have become widely
used for applications ranging from products to buildings. In this report a

brief history of the development of symbols is given, followed by a review of

research on experimental evaluation of symbols. Some of the general advantages
and limitations of symbols are discussed, along with graphic considerations
essential in the development of effective sjrmbols. Research on symbols for five

areas of application — highway, automotive/machinery, public Information, pro-
duct hazard, and safety — is then discussed.

Finally, issues in the research and development of more effective symbols are

reviewed. These include the need for good graphic design, characteristics of

the intended user group, use of shape and color to encode information, and

general visibility considerations.

Key words: communication; design issues; hazard; plctograms; pictorial;
safety; signs; standards; symbols; visual alerting; warning.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

1 . 1 OVERVIEW

The development and use of more effective symbols as elements of a communication
system requires both good design and thorough evaluation. In the following

pages, a brief history of the use of symbols in sign systems is presented as a

background to the discussion of graphic and experimental evaluation which
follows. Advantages and limitations to the use of symbols in sign systems are

noted

.



If s5nnbols are to be effective, then explicit attention must be paid to good
graphic design. Some of the principles followed by graphic designers are dis-
cussed, with three case studies of design evaluation for symbols in sign sys-
tems. Design evaluation does not always include scientific sampling of the
effectiveness of the symbolic image with the intended user population.

Scientific evaluation of symbols is typically done separately, often without
feedback to the design process. Similarly, standardization of symbols
often proceeds without input from either the graphic design profession or
the research community.

Yet, review of the reported research into symbols for various sign systems
provides valuable insight into numerous aspects of successful symbol perfor-
mance and methodologies for evaluation of symbols. Research in five
areas of application is discussed: highway, automotive and machinery, public
information, product, and building safety. The bulk of this research is

presented in terms of the understandability of the symbol, a key factor in the
selection and use of sjnnbols for effective communication systems. Research
into other psychological processes such as detection, discrimination, recogni-
tion, and behavior is also discussed, however.

Finally, the urgent need for further research, particularly in the area of

symbols to provide safety and hazard warning information in and around build-
ings, is discussed. The need to develop a comprehensive model for evaluation
of sjnnbol performance in terms of the relevant psychological processing dimen-
sions is noted.

Although the earliest written languages of Egypt, China, and Mesopotamia used
pictures to represent ideas, the modern alphabet has evolved far beyond the

simple graphic representation of familiar objects (Giedion, 1966). Because
the alphabet now bears little resemblance to a series of pictures, the meaning
of words constructed with alphabetic characters must be learned. As a result,
written representations of objects or ideas are only meaningful to those who
can read a particular language. In many instances, however, there is a need to

communicate information to all people who use a building, transportation system,
highway, machine, automobile, or the like.

The result has been a trend back to the use of pictures, or graphic sjnnbols, to

portray information as an integral element of environmental signs and visual
communication systems. These sjnnbolic signs are designed to communicate infor-
mation rapidly and accurately without reliance upon a specific language.
Because graphic symbols are intended to communicate visually, they are effec-
tive only when both the symbol's creator sends and the user receives the same
message.

In the following pages, various concerns which surround the development of
effective sjnnbols are discussed. Section 1 defines symbol terminology and
discusses the historical development and standardization of symbols. In sec-
tion 2 the advantages and disadvantages to symbol use are reviewed with sug-
gestions for good symbol design and graphic improvement. Section 3 reviews
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the experimental evaluation of symbols for five applications: highway,
automotive/machinery, public Inforaatlon, product hazard, and building safety.
Finally, in section 4 suggestions for further experimental evaluation are
presented along with Issues In the development and use of more effective
symbols

.

1.2 DEFINITION OF GRAPHIC SYMBOLS

The term graphic "symbol" has been defined In numerous different ways. Modley
(1976) broadly defined a true graphic symbol as a comparatively simple geometric
shape which uniquely represents a concept, while Dreyfuss (1972) described it

as a written mark or character which Is used to represent something. In the
following pages the term "symbol" will be used as Modley defined it - a shape
which represents a concept or "referent". Although the term "symbol" is some-
times restricted to an "abstract or geometric form which is associated with an
idea" (Follis & Hammer, 1979, p. 59) while the term "plctogram" refers more to
pictures of readily recognizable objects, no such distinction will be made in
the following pages.

There are, nevertheless, several categories of symbols. Modley (1966) and
Dreyfuss (1972) defined three categories - pictorial, concept-related, and
arbitrary. (See figure 1 which provides examples of pictorial, concept-related,
and arbitrary symbols.)

According to both Eliot and Modley, pictorial symbols are those which directly
represent an object or feature and which are expected to convey their meaning
without further explanation. They can be easily recognized because of their
resemblance to a familiar object. Problems with this kind of s3nnbol arise only
when the represented object changes or becomes unfamiliar to the audience
(Eliot, 1960). Modley (1966, p. 119) claimed "that there are only a few image-
related symbols which are unique in meaning, clearly recognizable, and permanent
in time . . . Many other image-related symbols will have only limited use —
geographically and historically. As such, they should be used with caution so

as to avoid possible faulty Interpretation by 'outsiders'."

Abstract concept-related symbols, however, depend upon an arbitrary code of
meaning which is artificially created and accepted. Thus, concept-related
abstract symbols refer to perceptual concepts rather than real objects. For
example, a directional arrow or a horizontal wavy line can represent the idea
of "turn here" or "water" quite effectively. Furthermore, once the basic per-
ceptual concepts have been symbolized, the concept-related s5rmbol is less likely
to change, because the underlying referent should remain constant. Modley noted
that although a concept-related symbol is not necessarily instantly recognized,
it may be easy to learn because the graphic form depicts the perceptual content
of the represented concept. As a result, it is also easily remembered.

Arbitrary abstract graphic symbols, on the other hand, "do not resemble real
objects nor are they related to the objects or concepts which they represent.
Their shape is arbitrarily assigned to them. Because of this lack of reference,
these symbols are more difficult to teach, more difficult to learn, and harder

3
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Figure 1. Categories of symbols
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to retain. They have to be learned by rote . . . Regardless of their possible
origin as image or concept-related sjnnbols, the graphic symbols in current
general use - letters, numerals, punctuation marks, and mathematical operators
- are all arbitrary symbols. Only in the more recent symbol systems used by
professional groups or proposed for public use do we find heavier reliance on
image-related or concept-related symbols" (Modley, 1966, p. 120). For the most
part, abstract arbitrary symbols are not covered in detail in this report, since
the focus is upon effective and meaningful symbols for building signals.

In the following pages the term "sjnnbol" will include the pictorial or abstract
graphic representation of objects, concepts, and events. The term "referent"
will include the symbol meaning or concept. No differentiation will be made
between the terms symbol, pictogram, glyph, pictorial, or image. The discussion
will, however, center upon the use of symbols as elements of visual communica-
tion and alerting systems.

1.3 SYMBOL HISTORY AND STANDARDIZATION

Modley (1976) suggested that the modern use of symbols such as the barber's
pole or the apothecary's mortar and pestle began in medieval times to indicate
services and to provide directional information. Through repeated use, these
symbols became recognized as the representation of all similar activities
rather than the sign for an individual shop or tradesman. In the 20th century,
the most prevalent use of symbols has been for highway signs due to the rapid
development of the automobile and the growing ease of travel between foreign
countries. Eliot (1960, p. 18) commented that "without the motor vehicle,
highway signs might well have remained primitive, local, and highly individual-
istic. The motor vehicle that tremendously expanded the range of travel and
brought an era of individual travel for the masses also created new hazards
and a need for vastly improved guidance for the strangers who were following
new highways into distant places." Eliot suggested that one of the first

symbols was the pointing finger, which evolved into an arrow meaning "go this

way", and now is one of the most common graphic symbols.

The use of symbol signs has expanded widely since World War II as a result of

increased international travel and trade. Symbols now exist for applications
ranging from machine tools and automobiles to hazardous materials warnings and

buildings. They are used to provide direction, to identify objects and controls,

and to warn of hazards.

The rapid expansion of symbols into a multitude of applications has often
resulted in the use of different symbols for similar messages. Yet, if graphic
symbols are to be effective, their form should be similar, or standardized, for

each message for all audiences. One of the first attempts at standardizing
symbols for road use occurred at a convention in Paris in 1909 on the Interna-
tional Circulation of Motor Vehicles. These standard symbols were designed to

eliminate language barriers and communicate their intended message easily
(King, 1971). At this time four symbols were adopted - for curve, bump, inter-
section, and railroad grade crossing (see figure 2). In 1916 another conven-
tion on motor traffic added sjnnbols for linked curves and uneven pavements
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Figure 2, First standardized symbols. Highway symbols, 1909
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while approving a triangle as the shape for warning signs. The League of

Nations in 1931 expanded this series to 26 symbols with uniform requirements
for color and shape. Finally, the United Nations adopted a protocol on Road
Signs and Symbols in 1949, which relied upon the earlier work on symbols, and
which is now in widespread use throughout Europe.

In contrast, traffic signs in the United States (U.S.) depended primarily upon
English words to convey the intended message until the early 1970' s. This
practice was standardized in 1925 by the American Association of State Highway
Officials. Elliot (1960, p. 22) commented that standardization of word signs
was "a byproduct of a program set up to designate and mark an official network
of major highways and thus to end an uncontrolled, and often overlapping and
competing marking of tourist routes by private promoters." In 1966 the Highway
Safety Att standardized signs throughout the county, and by 1971, the U.S.

practice was revised to include European style symbols in addition to English
words based upon the U.N. protocol (see figure 3). Even so, highway sign
practices are not fully standardized throughout the world (or even throughout
Europe and North America). Nevertheless, there is the beginning of a viable
system of highway information signs using a mixture of sjnnbols and words for

motorists. Furthermore, the success, however limited, of implementing a sys-
tem of s5niibolic messages for highways has sparked the development of symbol
systems for other applications.

Margaret Mead, Rudolf Modley, and Henry Dreyfuss were pioneers in bringing the

need for s3nnbols in all applications to widespread attention. Mead and Modley
(1968) noted that in 1968 people spoke at least 2800 languages and could travel

to any part of the earth in no more than 36 hours, a time which today's super-
sonic transport has most assuredly shortened. The speed of modern travel
demands unambiguous signs understood by those who speak any language from any
culture. Mead termed such symbol signs "glyphs." In her view, glyphs would
form the basis of an international communication system. "What is needed inter-
nationally is a set of glyphs which does not refer to any single phonological
system or to any specific cultural system of images but will, instead, form a

system of visual signs with universally recognized referents" (Modley, 1966,

p. 113).

Dreyfuss (1972, p. 18) envisioned a set of universally understood symbols as a

"supplement to all languages to help create a better and faster understanding
in specific areas. Symbols have already evolved to the point of universal
acceptance in such areas as music, mathematics, and many branches of science."
Beyond these specialized sjnnbols, however, the only symbols which currently
have a claim to international standardization are those for highways and hazard-
ous materials transport. Yet, because of the immense popularity of graphic
symbols, they are currently used in numerous applications from hazard warnings
to Olympic games. New symbols are often developed without consideration for

existing s3nnbols or standards. Modley and Myers (1976) and Dreyfuss (1972),
for example, published extensive compilations of numerous symbols for particular
referents. Modley and Myers present examples of 19 sjnnbols for first aid, 24

symbols for telephone, and 17 symbols for no entry. The compilation by Dreyfuss
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Figure 3. Standard U.S. highway symbols
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includes symbols representing geography to safety, and adds form and color as

well. These compilations present only a fraction of the numerous symbols now
used for many referents. The result of the proliferation of symbols and the
lack of standardization "has been much experimentation, some progress, and a

great deal of confusion" (Mead & Modley, 1968 p. 58). As an example, figure 4

depicts the confusing variety of symbols proposed and used for ear protection.
Reduction of the confusion surrounding symbols, and the concomitant development
of effective symbol signs, requires systematic research and eventual
standardization

.

Figure 4. A sample of the variety of sjnnbols proposed for ear protection
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Fire Extinguisher

(White on Red)

Hose and Reel

(White on Red)

Fire Ladder

(White on Red)

Rre Bucket

(White on Red)

Fire Fighter's

Equipment

(White on Red)

Direction to

Equipment
(White on Re<9

Breal( Glass for

Access
(White on Green)

Slide Door

to Right

(White on Green)

Do Not Use Water

To Extinguish

(Black on White,

Red Circle & Slash)

Do Not Lock

(Black on White,

Red Circle & Slash)

No Smoking
(Black on Whtte,

Red Circle & Slash)

No Open Rame
(Black on White,

Red Circle & Slash)

2. DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE SYMBOLS

2.1 ADVANTAGES OF SYMBOL USE

Estimates of adult illiteracy in the U.S. vary widely from about 2 million to
about 40 million (Kirsh & Guthrie, 1977-78). Still another estimate suggests
that "as many as half the adults in the United States may be semillterate and
unable to understand driving manuals, newspapers, and job applications, and
possibly direction signing. But even normally literate persons have been
found to more readily recognize and retain shorter, more familiar terms and
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phrases" (Cantilli & Fruin, 1972, p. 236). Anxiety may also reduce capability
for visual recognition, recall, and retention. In addition, English is not the
native language for about 8 million Americans. As a result, the need for sign
systems which are not totally language dependent is great, particularly for

safety information and hazard warnings. Symbols can, when chosen appropriately,
meet this need.

In addition to communicating apart from a specific language, symbols stimulate
visual thinking. Modley (1966) claimed that a symbol portraying a right curve
can be more effective than a sign presenting the words 'Right Curve.' Because
this symbol inspires visual thinking, a driver sees the curve ahead and will
adjust to it automatically. With a word sign, he must first interpret its
meaning before he can act upon it (Modley, 1966). Modley (1976, p. 60) claimed
that "uniqueness and clarity of meaning, independence from language and cultural
differences, and visual directness are the ideal objectives which should under-
lie the creation of any new symbol system."

Mead and Modley (1968) suggested that simplicity, unambiguity, and
understandability are the major advantages of symbols or glyphs. Furthermore,
they "create a direct and immediate impact and this permits immediate response.
This applies as well to those who know a language as to those who do not. This
immediacy of response saves thinking" (Mead & Modley, 1968, p. 57). Mead even
anticipated that carefully chosen glyphs could supersede the need for written
language

.

Another advantage of symbols is the possible use of a portion of an object to

represent the whole object (Kolers, 1969). This critical characteristic of
successful pictorial representation has the advantage that it can occupy less

space on a sign or label. "For example, a drawing of a telephone hand set can
convey Information about the location of telephone facilities more compactly
than words can, and a drawing of a curve on a road-sign can signify the nature
of the road more compactly than the word 'curve.' The spatial compactness is

achieved, however, through greater reliance on the reader's memory and inter-
pretive powers" (Kolers, 1969, p. 355). The interpretability of pictorial
symbols can thus be enhanced by portraying them so that they draw upon the
user's previous experience.

2.2 LIMITATIONS TO SYMBOLS

Although Mead firmly believed that glyphs could be the cornerstone of future
international communication, others, such as Kolers (1969) and Modley (1976),
disagreed. These authors claimed that although written language began as a

series of pictures, most languages have developed alphabets in which characters
represent sounds rather than ideas. Pictorial writing is successful only when
the audience is familiar with the object depicted, and when that object or idea
can be portrayed as a picture. Furthermore, written languages tend to shorten
repeated items and reduce the amount of detail - a process that could wreak
havoc with a pictographic communication system (Kolers, 1969). Although Mead
claimed that pictograms are directly and immediately understood, Kolers pointed

12



out that "Recognizing even a realistic pictorial representation of an object
requires a great deal of perceptual learning, abstracting ability, and intelli-
gence" (1969, p. 355). Furthermore, Modley (1976) noted that abstract symbols
impose particularly heavy demands, requiring people to learn and remember
unfamiliar pictures.

In addition to the audience's need to learn unfamiliar and abstract symbols, as
well as to be familiar with the object depicted, the effectiveness of symbols
is limited by the lack of syntactical rules for combining ideas pictographically

.

Although words and sentences are formed from combinations of alphabetic elements,
it is nearly impossible to follow a similar process with symbols. There are no
rules for constructing combinations of pictograms from individual elements, nor
is there necessarily any clue to the meaning of the final compound (Kolers, 1969;
Drake, Moblin & Shaw, 1979). Nevertheless, combined symbols have been made suc-
cessfully by using slashes for prohibition and selecting background shapes such
as triangles, circles, and squares to encode particular meanings (see figure 5).

Unlike true compounds, however, these combinations do not have meanings unique
to the combined elements.

Drake, Moblin, and Shaw (1979) contend for example, that much of the current
uncertainty about symbols involves the development of syntax and grammar for
sjnnbols. "Most symbol systems seem to balance uneasily between trying to be a

collection of emotive pictograms that are immediately recognized and understood,
and accepting the necessity of a language logic that has to be learned" (Drake,
et al., 1979, p. 58). Once isolated pictures (symbols) are developed, the next
challenge is to develop the rules and logic of a grammar for relating or combin-
ing such sjnnbols (Drake, et al

. , 1979).

An example of the difficulties which arise with compound symbols is the depiction
of prohibition (Modley, 1966). Typically, it is depicted with a combined symbol
- one showing prohibition, the other showing the forbidden item or action. Yet,

the forbidden item is often overlooked or misunderstood. Modley (1966) sug-
gested that a designer would be better advised to devise a positive symbol which
could be simpler visually. The positive symbol would inform the audience of the

correct action instead of telling it what not to do without providing guidance
for the correct action to substitute. The FMC Corporation (1978), for example,
uses symbols to depict the result of the hazard, such as losing fingers or limbs

in gears or falling into machinery, to avoid the problem of misunderstood pro-

hibitory symbols (see figure 6). For some referents, however, such as "no

smoking," it is difficult to avoid the need for a prohibition s)nnbol.

In addition to presenting syntactical problems, symbols are also not well-suited
to commenting upon or evaluating information. These limitations also imply

that, "contrary to the assertion of some of its proponents (Mead, 1965; Mead &

Modley, 1968), pictograms can never fully replace alphabetic languages nor are

they a major road to international communication. Restricted to identifying

and locating objects and to conveying instructions, they can fill a most useful

role, however" (Kolers, 1969, p. 360).
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ISO/EEC CANADIAN U.S.

Red

Shape

Prohibition

0
Prohibition

Danger

O A
• Danger

• Stop

• Fire & Emergency

Orange • Dangerous Machine

• Energized Equipment

• Warning - Proposed

Yellow Warning

A

Caution

A

• Caution

- Storage for

Flammables

- Containers for

Explosives,

or Unstable

Materials

-Radiation

Green Information Emergency

Information

L
• Safety Information

• First Aid &

Safety Equip.

Blue Mandatory Action

O
Miscellaneous • Information

• Bulletin Boards

• Railroad

Black Mandatory Action

O
Figure 5. Use of shape and color to encode meaning
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ELECTROCUTION ELECTRICAL SHOCK

ENTANGLEMENT KEEP HANDS OUT

Figure 6. Symbols which depict result of hazard
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Symbols are also limited in their ability to convey processes or activities
such as ticket purchase or hotel reservations, according to the American Insti-
tute of Graphic Artists (AIGA) (1974, 1979). Furthermore, it is difficult to
use symbols to represent temporary or changing situations. Thus parking
restrictions which change by the day, such as alternate-side-of-the-street
parking, are difficult to convey symbolically. Still other problems arise
because of graphic limitations upon s5rmbols. A major concern is the use of

two-dimensional symbols to represent three-dimensional objects. Modley (1966)
noted that it is difficult for a two-dimensional road sign to represent a

horizontal direction. As a result, an arrow pointing straight up has come to

mean "proceed horizontally" or "straight ahead." Yet, this same sign is used
to indicate "up" and "down" on elevators and escalators. These changing mean-
ings can cause real problems for the intended audience which must adjust its

response according to the situation.

Few symbols can express complete messages by themselves, (Eliot, 1960). The
required additional information is typically added by context, previous exper-
ience, words, or redundant cueing such as sign shape or color. In fact, con-
text is often critical in interpreting the meaning of a S3rmbol. Thus, even a
directly pictographic rendition of a cow will not make sense to the viewers
unless it is placed by a country roadway where it presumably means cattle cross-
ing (Modley, 1976). Machine operating symbols typically need to be placed on
or near a control before they will accurately convey the intended information
(Dreyfuss, 1966).

The audience may introduce other limitations such as lack of familiarity with
the underlying concept. Those who are not familiar with machine operations
may not understand certain operating symbols which do communicate effectively
to the intended, skilled audience. In addition, the audience directly addressed
by the sjrmbol may be only a small portion of the total population who actually
views the symbol (Modley, 1960). Traffic symbols, for example, only address
drivers; yet, they are placed in full view of pedestrians so that a red light
means "stop" for a driver, but "walk" for a pedestrian. Thus, people must
learn when a symbol is applicable to them and when it is not.

Finally, the symbol may lose meaningfulness due to technological advances,
cultural differences or local associations. Thus a steam engine may not repre-
sent the modern diesel locomotive, nor will a man in evening dress represent
pedestrian crossing to all people (Modley, 1966; Eliot, 1960). A pictogram
of an elevator may mean nothing to someone who has had no experience with ele-
vators, while Mead noted that not everyone will associate a skull and cross
bones with poison or danger (Follis & Hammer, 1979). Furthermore, local associ-
ations may alter the effectiveness of sjnnbols. Eliot mentioned that although
the upraised hand of a policeman was suggested as a sjnnbol to represent "STOP,"
"it seems, however, that in Paris, among taxicab drivers, the same sjrmbol, per-
sonally performed, conveys an insult somewhat equivalent to a thumbing of the
nose. A 'stop' sign with such an implication might command slight respect in

Paris, regardless of its effectiveness elsewhere" (Eliot, 1960, p. 20). (See
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figure 7, which depicts symbols which have become outmoded or regionally
unacceptable .

)

Even when symbol use is restricted to more limited applications, such as
providing directional information or hazard warnings, there are limitations to

the kinds of information that symbols can convey effectively. Consideration of
some general constraints can facilitate the design of better symbols, however,
and improve visual communication despite the limitations of symbolic imagery.

2.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Although all of the advantages and limitations mentioned in 2.1 and 2.2 should
be addressed during the design of a sjrmbol , they do not alter the ability of
well-designed symbols to convey information rapidly and effectively. Many of
these limitations can be overcome through careful attention to the sjnnbol design
itself and through thoughtful assessment of the message content, beginning at
the design phase. While any evaluation of sjnnbol effectiveness should include
a final assessment with the target population, initial evaluation at the design
stage will permit the development of the most effective symbols. Such thorough
evaluation of symbols is needed for those sjnnbols designed to replace or supple-
ment word signs intended for mass consumption. The use of symbols as corporate
identification, wall graphics, or product embellishment does not, however,
demand such complete evaluation (Modley, 1976).

Ideally, symbol effectiveness should be evaluated from the twin viewpoints of

graphic integrity and conceptual meaningfulness. Both kinds of evaluation
should proceed hand-in-hand, with feedback from each used to improve the rendi-
tion of the s5rmbol. Typically, however, the two types of evaluation occur at

separate stages by different investigators, with little feedback or interaction
between them.

Some of the suggested considerations for design review will be addressed in this

section. A detailed review of the research on the evaluation of meaningfulness
for different applications will be presented in the next section.

2.3.1 Graphic Concerns

Modley (1976) suggested that the most common graphic reasons for symbol failure

are: conceptual failure (poor expression of the object or idea); poor design
or draftsmanship; conflicting meanings (several sjrmbols for one idea or one

sjnnbol for several ideas); poor use of color; inappropriate or excessive use of

the sjrmbol; and failure to use background shape in a consistent fashion. Avoid-
ance of such failures can be achieved through design evaluation, beginning with
a subjective review of each symbol's graphic content.

Doblin (1979) and Whitney (1979) discussed the evaluation of the graphic
effectiveness of visual messages as an integral part of the design process. To

aid the designer, Doblin (1979) developed a twelve-stage model for determining
the effectiveness of a graphic message, either before or after implementation.
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Pedestrian Locomotive Gas Pump

Stop Telephone

Figure 7. Symbols which have become outmoded or regionally unacceptable
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To be effective, the message must reach its audience, be powerful enough to
gain attention, and unique enough to compete successfully with other messages.
The time required to decode the message should be carefully selected to corre-
spond to the audience's needs. Lengthy messages can become so demanding or
boring that people will not take the time needed to understand the meaning,
"This is why 'stop' is used to signal motorists, rather than a sign saying,
'Chicago Statute 3413R requires all motorists to stop at designated intersec-
tions. This is one such intersection. Violators are subject to a $15 fine.
Repeated offenders can lose their 11censes'" (Doblin, 1979, p. 42). The mes-
sage should be easily seen, in a language that is understood, and its form
should be congruent with its content. The message should prepare the audience
so that it will understand the meaning of any sjanbols used. It must also be
sufficiently exciting that its audience is not bored. A version of Doblin 's

model is presented in Table 1.

Table 1 - Qualities of Effective Graphic Messages from Doblin (1979)

1. Message must reach appropriate user
2. Message must be powerful - must compete successfully with other

messages
3. Message must observe time restrictions
4. Message must be perceptible
5. Message must be decodable (understandable)
6. Message must have proper hierarchy - emphasize essential elements
7. Message must prepare user
8. Message must have integrity
9. Message must be properly crafted - of good quality

10. Message must be credible - believable
11. Message must have congruity
12. Message must have excitement

Although Doblin favored evaluation of graphic designs, he noted that designers
may be particularly threatened by criticism from outsiders. Furthermore, it

can be difficult for outsiders to place a value on the visual design in and of
itself. Whitney emphasized, however, that design evaluation is a tool for
determining if the finished product is successful and for providing feedback
for any necessary improvements. He suggested that a particular design can be
evaluated in two ways: mock-ups and similar methods, to predict the probable
success of several alternative designs; and post-design evaluation, to provide
information about the reasons for a particular design's success or failure.
The goal is to ensure that the design successfully communicates the desired
information.

Geismar, Chairman of the AIGA, commenting upon the many difficulties facing
those who design s3nnbols for the public, noted that "For the designer, the

development of a successful pictorial sjrmbol system is an extremely difficult
task. Unlike the eighteenth-century craftsman, who had only to be concerned
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with a single representation, today's designer of a symbol system Is concerned
with giving a unified graphic style to a diverse group of Images" . , , Including
both pictorial and abstract symbols. "But when faced with the problem of deal-
ing with a mixture of plctograms and abstractions, the designer must struggle
to maintain clear communication and, at the same time, establish some visual
consistency" (In Herdeg, 1978, p. 18).

2.3.2 Application of Perceptual Principles to Symbol Design

Other tools for Improving graphic design Include knowledge of the psychological
principles of perception. For example, Easterby (1967, 1970) discussed the

application of the Gestalt principles of perception to symbol design. He noted
that while size, brightness, and contrast are physical parameters which affect
the visibility of a display, complete perception (and subsequent understanding)
of a symbol rests heavily upon Its dlscrlmlnablllty and meanlngfulness . Easterby
defined dlscrlmlnablllty as the ability to tell one s3mibol from another, and
meanlngfulness as the ability to define the concept symbolized. Application of

the Gestalt principles of perception to the design of a S3nnbol can Improve Its
dlscrlmlnablllty and even Its meanlngfulness (Easterby, 1970).

A major Gestalt principle Is the relationship between the figure and Its

background (Easterby, 1967, 1970; Follls & Hammer, 1979). The figure Is deter-
mined by a contour which may be a line outline or a contrast boundary. (With

a contrast boundary, there Is a sharp change In contrast between the figure and
the ground). Easterby (1970) claimed that for effective symbol design the con-
trast boundary Is superior to the line boundary — perhaps because there Is an

Inside and an outside figure for a line form, while there is only an inside
figure for a contrast boundary.

Whichever boundary is used, its sharpness and clarity will strongly affect the
ease of perception and recognition of the resulting figure (Follls & Hammer,
1979). The stability of the relationship between figure and ground is critical.
The tendency for an observer to complete a broken contour (closure,) and to

group like elements, should not be overlooked, either (Morgan, 1961). Other
design characteristics which affect perception include: continuity, contour,

simplicity, symmetry, unity, shape, form, and size. Finally, the visual inte-
gration or overall coherence of a s3rmbol will influence its perception (Easterby,
1970).

Eliot (1960) noted that a crucial requirement for good symbol design is the
limitation of the amount of fine detail. Ideally, a good design should have a

bold outline, a minimum of fine detail, and be distinctly different from other
sjnnbols within a set. The symbol should be simple with a smooth continuous
outline. If asymmetry or discontinuity is used, it should be limited to those

cases where it is needed to add meaning. Finally, s3nnbols within a set should
be unified through consistent use of the same sizes and proportions of individ-
ual elements (Geismar, 1978). Application of these perceptual principles to

symbol design can improve S5rmbol effectiveness.
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2.4 CASE STUDIES OF DESIGN EVALUATION

Several assessments of symbol sets performed during the design phase will be
discussed In this section. In such an assessment the designer reviews the
graphic content of a symbol and may make a preliminary estimate of its probable
meaningfulness or understandability for the intended user. Generally, however,
the designer does not conduct a large-scale evaluation of the symbol's effec-
tiveness with the actual target audience.

Dreyfuss (1966) and Easterby (1967) each reported the development of sets of

symbols for industrial equipment and machinery. The American Institute of

Graphic Arts (AIGA) (1974, 1979) developed two sets of public information
symbols for use in transportation facilities. In each graphic assessment, a

listing of essential messages (or referents) to be symbolized was among the

first steps.

Following a compilation of existing symbols for each essential message,
Dreyfuss (1966) reviewed the graphic content of existing symbols for machine
operation. He also drew a preliminary design for each idea and reviewed
existing symbols for their graphic content and relationship to his design and

to the intended message. During this review, Dreyfuss decided which existing
symbols were acceptable, and which ones needed to be redesigned. He commented
that future new symbols should be reviewed to determine that they do not have

erroneous or undesirable associations and that they are not so similar to

existing sjnnbols that they will conflict with them. Dreyfuss then refined the

set of s3niibols by considering the consistency among sjnnbols for objective and

nonobjective elements, the operator's probable background and experience, the

expected ease of identification, and the frequency of use.

A major concern was the degree of abstraction of the symbol as a function of

the machine control to be symbolized. Dreyfuss claimed that abstract sjnnbols,

traditionally more difficult to understand, could be used for frequently used

controls because these sjnnbols would be learned through constant exposure.

Less frequently used controls require more pictographic symbols for which less

learning is needed. If the symbol is located on or near the control, however,

Dreyfuss suggested that it could be more abstract, since the control itself

will provide important information.

In the final step of the graphic review, Dreyfuss evaluated the graphic form

of each symbol developed. He commented that "the graphic form of a symbol is

almost as important as its content. This form is determined by the graphic

design elements, techniques of reproduction, and conditions of application.

Graphic considerations include: simplicity and clarity of design; consistent

weight and relation of line; use of light and dark areas; general proportions;

and legibility at reduced sizes" (Dreyfuss, 1966, p. 133). Dreyfuss concluded

that evaluation of the graphic content of s3nnbols is only the beginning. Each

symbol must then be tested in field applications.
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In a similar effort, Easterby (1967) discussed the development of a set of

symbols for machine tool operations* He claimed that there are three sets of
principles of language construction which are relevant to display or sign
design» The first, pragmatic rules, pertains to the relationship between the
display and the particular content. The second, semantic rules, refers to the
need to agree upon the referent, object, action or idea for each sign. The
third, syntactic rules, refers to the need to determine relationships for
combining signs into a coherent language. Easterby applied these principles to

the design of a set of machine tool sjnnbols for which he developed a semantic
structure with a basic classification of elements, directions, and functions.
Other concepts for combining symbols syntactically included direction, rate,
and maneuver. In Easterby' s system, the various operations that a machine or
an operator might perform and that could require S3rmbolisra were identified -

and then classified as symbolic adjectives (directions), sjnnbolic verbs (func-
tions), or sjnnbolic nouns (elements). Easterby noted that consideration of
each of these structural items is important in determining the raeaningfulness
of a display to the eventual user.

For a very different application, namely the use of sjnabols for public
information, the AIGA (1974; 1979) formulated a number of explicit considera-
tions for determining the graphic effectiveness of symbols. Their prime consid-
eration was to use symbols only for truly essential messages. They stated that
"we are convinced that is is more harmful to oversign than to undersign. To

mix messages about relatively insignificant activities and concessions with
essential public messages weakens the communication. While there may be some
messages beyond this basic group that require sjnnbols, only those messages that
are truly essential should be considered" (AIGA, 1974, p. 6). The AIGA asserted
that symbols should be used to represent objects and concrete entities, rather
than processes or activities. For example, it is much easier to develop a
successful symbol to depict bar or coffee shop than to develop a symbol for
ticket purchase.

During the development of sjrmbols for public information, the AIGA defined four
categories of message areas: public services, concessions, processing activi-
ties, and regulations. Symbols from 24 sources were grouped into each of these
areas depending upon the concept symbolized. Then, committee members rated each
symbol for a concept using S3mtactical , semantic, and pragmatic dimensions.
Although the three dimensions are similar to those discussed by Easterby (1967),
the AIGA defined each one in greater detail. Their discussion follows:

By the "semantic" dimension the AIGA meant the relationship of a visual image to

a particular meaning. They suggested the following questions:

"How well does this s3nnbol represent the message?
Do people fail to understand the message that the symbol denotes?
Do people from various cultures misunderstand this symbol?
Do people of various ages fail to understand this symbol?
Is it difficult to learn this sjnnbol?

Has this symbol already been widely accepted?
Does this symbol contain elements that are unrelated to the message?"
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By the syntactic dimension, the AIGA referred to the relationship between two

visual images. They raised the following questions.

"How does this symbol look?
How well do the parts of this symbol relate to each other?
How well does this symbol relate to other symbols?
Is the construction of this symbol consistent in its use of

figure/ground, solid/outline, overlapping, transparency,
orientation, format, scale, color and texture?

Does this symbol use a hierarchy of recognition?
Are the most important elements recognized first?
Does this symbol seriously contradict existing standards or

conventions?
Is this symbol, and its elements, capable of systematic
application for a variety of interrelated concepts?"

By the pragmatic dimension, the AIGA meant the relationship between the user
and the visual image.

"Can a person see the sign?"
Is this symbol seriously affected by poor lighting conditions,

oblique viewing angles, and other 'visual noise'?
Does this symbol remain visible throughout the range of typical
viewing distances?

Is this symbol especially vulnerable to vandalism?
Is this sjnnbol difficult to reproduce? Can this symbol be
enlarged and reduced successfully?"

Five members of the AIGA rated each of the proposed symbols on a five point
rating scale for each dimension. Based upon these ratings, a single image was
developed for each message. Once the symbol images had been selected, the AIGA
used the following considerations for establishing a uniform graphic vocabulary.
These included: simplification, (in which unimportant details were eliminated
to make the symbol bold and direct,) consistent line elements, rounded curves to

create distinctive visual elements, symmetry, and uniform background. The AIGA
used these considerations in the development of an initial set of 34 images
(1974) followed by a subsequent set of 16 images (1979). See figure 8 for a

presentation of both sets of DoT public information symbols.

The case studies discussed in this section demonstrate the kinds of criteria
that are used in evaluating the graphic content and effectiveness of symbols.
Yet each study stops short of evaluating the meaningfulness for the intended
audience of the proposed symbols, leaving that task to others. In the case of

some of the AIGA public information symbols, however, the Franklin Research
Institute has evaluated their effectiveness at communicating the desired
messages to the general public. This research is discussed in section 3.4.
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2.5 NEED FOR EVALUATION OF EFFECTIVENESS

Although Easterby (1970) advocated the careful application of psychological
principles to symbol design, he disagreed with the idea that all symbols should
be understandable at first glance. He claimed further that accuracy and speed
of response after training are more suitable indices of symbol effectiveness.
In testing sjnnbols, the size of the set itself can affect recognition, with
large sets of 100 or more sjnnbols being much more difficult than small sets of
10 or so. Nevertheless, Easterby asserted that laboratory studies can improve
symbol effectiveness by assessing the discriminability of a symbol through
comparison with other similar symbols, and can determine whether a particular
shape will adequately convey an intended meaning. Easterby (1970, p. 151) con-
cluded that "An intuitive design approach guesses at a good symbol while an
experimental approach, which we advocate here, attempts to define a symbol
stereotype and then, further, to validate this stereotype by experiment. To
achieve the optimum form of that particular shape we may then proceed to mani-
pulate this shape using perceptual notions from the theory of pattern perception
and discrimination."

Although each of the studies reviewed in section 2.4 discussed the effectiveness
of various symbol designs, in no case were these designs assessed for their
specific effectiveness with the potential user group. Consequently, no feedback
from the user could be considered for improving or changing a particular symbol.
Careful graphic review is essential for creating good, clear design, but it

cannot answer the question of whether the user will understand the final pro-
duct. Only the systematic evaluation of proposed designs with the eventual user
can adequately answer this question.

Although meaningfulness is not the sole criterion for judging a symbol's
effectiveness, it is the dimension upon which failure will have the most

serious consequences for the user. Despite Easterby' s (1970) assertion that

initial understandability may not be the best measure of effectiveness, the

efficacy of training programs is doubtful, particularly for building safety
symbols. Since no permit or license is required to use the built environment,
no natural opportunity exists for training or testing. As a result, a building

symbol's effectiveness will be heavily dependent upon its initial
understandability.

Symbols, which are intended to replace or supplement written signs, are

useless—or dangerous—if they do not communicate accurately. For example, in

a recent experiment, Collins and Pierman (1979) determined the understandabil-

ity of a set of fire safety sjonbols proposed for international standardization.

They found that a number of the symbols were poorly understood, with less than

25 percent of the subjects responding correctly to them. Symbols which per-

formed poorly included such concepts as "exit" and "no exit." The "no exit"

symbol particularly represented a serious sjrmbol failure. Not only did the

overwhelming majority of the subjects fail to understand this symbol, a large

number interpreted the symbol to mean "this way to safety". An instance in
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which a sjnnbol is given a meaning opposite to that intended represents a

potentially dangerous situation.

Because of the need to determine the effectiveness of a set of symbols
experimentally, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has
issued a number of guidelines for evaluating s3nnbols. Any set of symbols
which involves public safety must be evaluated, and the final set of proposed
symbols must achieve a criterion level of understandability (ISO, 1980). ISO
has also proposed procedures for evaluating symbols which rely heavily upon
the assessment of initial understandability. Such assessment is essential for
predicting the eventual effectiveness of a symbol set after implementation in
buildings. Attention to graphic principles can improve a symbol graphically
and perceptually, but cannot determine if it is meaningful to the eventual user
groups. Yet, the need for testing symbols does not negate the need for graphic
evaluation and review. Rather, it expands the task of developing good symbols
to include the user as well as the designer. As Modley (1966, p. 125) put it,

"Neither engineers nor designers alone should be permitted to have the final
say on symbols. The task requires the combined efforts of psychologists, lin-
guists, educators, anthropologists, sociologists, lawyers, engineers, designers
and many others. The need is so important that we cannot afford to take hasty
and inadequate measures, but we should not delay in undertaking this essential
task.

"

Ideally the use of sound evaluative techniques to design and select symbols can
be used to combat the current proliferation of symbols. As Dreyfuss (1972, p.

19) put it, "Symbols have multiplied to an alarming degree, along much the same
lines of divergence as languages. Today it is this very diversity and multi-
plicity of symbols in our international life that is a matter of such immediate
concern." Without careful design, comprehensive evaluation, and subsequent
standardization, symbols will fail completely at the task for which they are
intended - communication.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF SYMBOL EFFECTIVENESS

3.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMUNICATION

In section 3.0, the results of experimental assessments of symbols for specific
applications are discussed. This review concentrates upon the methodological
procedures and experimental findings, and suggests implications for the
development of effective symbols.
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Before graphic symbols are Implemented as part of a visual communication system,
they must be evaluated In terms of their effectiveness In transmitting Informa-
tion. There are a number of psychophysical and psychological testing methods
that have been used to evaluate symbols, with varying degrees of success. These
various methods will be discussed for specific sets of symbols in five major
applications: highway and road sjnnbols (section 3,2); vehicle and machine
symbols (section 3.3); public information and directional symbols (section 3.4);
product hazard warning symbols (section 3.5); and safety symbols (section 3.6).

The effectiveness of a symbol is determined by its success during several stages
of Information processing. A symbol must be detectable or visible. It must be
dlscriminable or easily differentiated from all other symbols in the display or
set. A symbol should be recognizable when it is seen again even in a different
context. (Assessing the recognizabllity of a symbol often requires determining
its understandability , since the observer is typically provided with a set of

linguistic labels and is required to "recognize" the correct one) . A sjnnbol

must be understandable and convey the same meaning to all those who encounter
it. Information must be processed at each of these stages if a symbol is to
communicate its message successfully. In addition, s3nnbols should be evaluated
in terms of attention-getting, salience, or ability to "grab" the viewers.
Finally, a symbol should also be assessed for its actual effectiveness in alter-
ing behavior, although this last response has rarely been examined in tradi-
tional research. For example, a symbol such as "no right turn" may be well
understood, but if vehicles continue to turn right, this symbol is not effective.
The various research methods which have been used to answer these questions are

discussed in the context of the individual studies.

In summary, six major questions should be addressed when determining the

effectiveness of symbols as elements in the communication process. These
Include: Can the symbol be detected? Can it be discriminated from all other
sjnnbols? Can it be recognized when seen in a different context? Does it con-
sistently communicate the intended meaning? Does it get the user's attention?
And, does it alter behavior appropriately? Although these questions are not
particularly design oriented, successful sjnnbol design requires answers to them

so that the symbol message may be communicated to the Intended user group.

As the following experiments are reviewed, it will become rapidly apparent that

not all researchers have addressed all six questions. The majority of studies
have concentrated upon determining the raeaningfulness or detectablllty of a
symbol set, using a variety of research approaches. Nevertheless, the ques-
tions of discriraination , recognition, and behavior have been studied in

selected instances and should be addressed in any complete evaluation of symbol
effectiveness.

The evaluation of S3mibol effectiveness will be discussed for each of five
applications in the following pages. Then, general conclusions will be drawn
about the kinds of research that have been done, as well as the need for more
extensive investigations, particularly in the area of safety symbols.
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3.2 HIGHWAY SYMBOL RESEARCH

The first application to be discussed in detail is highway symbology. Much
symbol research has concentrated upon the use of graphic symbols for vehicular
traffic Information, Because of the speed of movement on highways and extreme
variations in lighting conditions, issues such as speed of detection, reaction
time, and comprehension have been researched along with issues such as overall
meaningfulness and discriminability

.

Many of the experiments on highway symbol signs either measured reaction time
directly, or imposed response time constraints upon their subjects. In most
instances, the correctness of the response was also assessed. Reaction time
experiments will be discussed first.

3.2.1 Reaction Time to Word and Sjrmbol Signs

In an early experiment, Janda and Volk (1934) measured reaction time, or speed
of recognition, as well as the accuracy of response to various highway sign
types. The speed of learning the meaning of each sign was also assessed.

Twenty signs were used, of which eight were words with a surrounding shape, six
were graphic sjrmbols, two were sign shapes, and four were words without a

surrounding shape. In this experiment, subjects pushed a lever in the direction
indicated by the sjnnbols and signs. Reaction time and response accuracy were
recorded. Each trial was repeated five times. Comparison of the reaction times
of the 160 drivers studied revealed significant differences between the various
signs. The reaction time was shortest for the symbols and greatest for words
alone, for a difference of about 200 msec. Reaction time was shortest for the

arrow used to indicate turn or curve, and greatest for the standard "stop" sign.
The use of a specific sign shape appeared to increase rather than decrease reac-
tion time, as well as to increase the number of incorrect responses. Because
reaction time decreased after five successive presentations of a particular
sign shape, Janda and Volk suggested that the initially poor responses were due
to ignorance and that training should improve performance. Consequently, dual
coding using both a message and specific shape might prove to be most effective
after training. The beneficial effects of training were also demonstrated by
an improvement in performance over trials for symbols for "cross road" and

"side road." Finally, the authors observed that the subjects' reaction time

was shorter for several initially unfamiliar symbols than for familiar words
after training. They concluded that word signs are a relatively poor way of

conveying information.

Walker, Nicolay, and Stearns (1965) compared the understandability of symbol
and word road signs when each was presented briefly. The authors measured the

ease of learning and accuracy of response (or understandability) for both
symbols and words. Walker et al. noted that two conditions should have
predisposed the word signs to be recognized more easily: the word signs were
part of conventional U.S. sign practice at that time, and all stimuli were

printed in black and white to eliminate potentially helpful color cues. (In a

subsequent stage, they tested colored symbols.)
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In the first stage, the accuracy of recognition for seven black and white signs
and symbols was determined for 70 undergraduates. Each stimulus was presented
tachistoscopically for .06 sec. after five minutes of familiarization. Sub-
jects identified the sign or s3nnbol , using a written code. This procedure was
repeated using red slashes and bars on the symbols for 11 subjects. Finally,
24 hours after phase 1, 27 of the original subjects defined the meaning of the
three international symbols in a test of retention.

Analysis of the data indicated that the international s3nnbols were identified
significantly more accurately on both trials by both sexes than were the word
signs, regardless of color or delay before re-testing. Furthermore, the 27

subjects who participated in the retention test demonstrated perfect recall.
Thus, these results indicate for this very limited sample that "sjnnbols can be
recognized significantly more accurately than word signs,,, A plausible expla-
nation for the superiority of the symbol sign would be the greater perceptual
simplicity of the symbol. The symbol is more visually integrated, whereas the
letters of the word signs are more fragmented" (Walker, et al., 1965, p. 325).

The authors noted that sjnnbols performed better than words even when the

subjects were familiar with the word signs, and color cues were eliminated.
Furthermore, the S3nnbols chosen were those that Brainard, Campbell, and Elkin
(1961) had demonstrated to be difficult to learn. Walker et al. also suggested
that the major criteria for evaluating symbol effectiveness should be accuracy,
speed of recognition, and meaningfulness of the symbols. Finally, they con-
cluded that because symbols are easier to recognize and interpret, they should
lead to increased safety, not only on highways, but also in industrial settings.

Dewar, Ells, and Mundy (1976) reported reaction time data from three studies.
They compared the reaction time to S3rmbolic messages and word signs for tasks
of increasing complexity designed to approximate an actual driving situation.
Then they compared the laboratory reaction time measures with and without vis-
ual distraction with measures of sign perception in actual driving.

In the first study, 16 subjects were shown 26 signs in three categories:
regulatory, warning, and Information. Subjects verbally classified a subset of

these signs as either warning or regulatory and also defined (identified) them.
Subjects were instructed not to respond to the six information signs. Half of

the 26 signs contained words and half contained symbols. Two visual angles were
used: 0.57° and 1.42°. Each subject's reaction time for both the classifica-
tion and identification tasks was measured from the onset of the slide to the

onset of the verbal response. A four-way analysis of variance indicated that
reaction time was shorter for the classification task than for the identifica-
tion tasks, as well as for larger signs, word messages, and warning signs. The

superiority of word messages over sjnnbolic messages, however, decreased for
smaller visual angles.

In experiment 2, the use of the classification and identification procedures
was repeated. In addition, a secondary loading task was added to this procedure
to divide the subject's attention. This task required subjects to attend to a
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list of randomly presented numbers, from 1 to 99, and press a response key when
a number between 50 and 59 appeared. The results were similar to those found
In experiment 1, although the use of a loading task lengthened reaction time.
Again, word signs performed better than symbol signs. Both task and sign type
affected reaction time significantly.

In the third experiment, a motion picture of a rural highway was used as a sign
background to simulate visual distraction during the sign identification/
classification task. In addition to classifying and identifying the signs,
subjects were also required to move a knob to maintain a constant speedometer
reading of 80 km/h (while the experimenter varied the readings on the speedo-
meter) to simulate an actual driving task. In this experiment, the superiority
of word messages over symbols disappeared.

In all three experiments, reaction time was shorter for the classification task
than for the identification task, and shorter for warning than for regulatory
signs. In the first two experiments reaction time was faster for words than for
symbolic messages. The authors suggest that this occurred because the verbal
response given by the subjects was the same as the verbal messages on the signs.
For the sjrmbols , however, subjects had to develop their own verbal response —
not merely read it off the sign. The advantages of the word signs over the

symbol signs disappeared when the signs became less legible. The authors sug-
gest (1976, p. 387) that "it is possible that any reduction in legibility will
detrimentally affect verbal messages more than symbolic messages." Symbolic
signs were also found to perform better than legibility measures obtained in

an earlier, on-the-road experiment, perhaps because of the lack of a verbal
response bias mentioned earlier or because the sjnnbolic signs are actually
legible at a greater distance. (Relative size measurements for the two sign

types were not reported). The authors determined that (1976, p. 390) "for

sjrmbolic messages, the verbal reaction time was a valid predictor of legibility
distance only under conditions that involved attention demands and visual dis-
tractions of the type experienced under normal driving conditions (experiment
3)." Dewar et al. concluded, however, that reaction time is a valid predictor
of traffic sign perception, particularly when combined with the loading and

distraction tasks.

In a subsequent experiment. Ells and Dewar (1979) re-evaluated the effectiveness
of reaction time in comparing traffic signs and symbols. Because previous

research (Dewar & Ells, 1974; Dewar, et al., 1976) had determined that reaction
time was shorter for verbal messages when the response was to verbalize the

sign message. Ells and Dewar attempted to develop a less verbally biased mea-
sure. Ells and Dewar (1979, p. 162) note that "the smaller latencies for ver-

bal messages may have been peculiar to the verbal identification task rather

than resultant from more efficient processing of the meaning of verbal messages.

As a result, after the experimenter read a traffic sign message aloud, the sub-

ject viewed a slide of the traffic sign and responded "yes" or "no" depending

upon whether the visual sign and the spoken message were the same or different.

The time to initiate the subject's verbal response was recorded, along with its

accuracy.
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In the first experiment, "yes-no" reaction time data were collected from 12

subjects for eight warning signs and eight regulatory signs. Half of the

messages for each sign type were verbal (printed words) and half were symbolic.
These data were correlated with previously obtained legibility data for the

same signs (Dewar & Ells, 1974). (Legibility distance was defined as the maxi-
mum distance at which a sign could be correctly identified for a particular
vehicular velocity.) The sign stimuli were shown at a visual angle which
corresponded to that of a traffic sign viewed at 59 m and which was similar to

the visual angle used in the legibility distance trials. Examination of the

data between the two experiments revealed a moderate, but significant, corre-
lation between reaction time data and legibility data.

In the second experiment, a direct measurement of comprehension time was made
for 14 verbal and symbolic sign messages under both normal and degraded visi-
bility conditions for 24 subjects. To eliminate extraneous information from
the shape and color of the sign, half the subjects viewed only regulatory signs

(7) and half viewed only warning signs (7), Again the reaction time to verba-
lize a "yes" or "no" response was recorded.

Analysis of the results indicated faster reaction times with the normal visual
condition and the symbolic stimuli. Visual degradation resulted in a greater
decline in performance for words than for symbols. Although symbolic messages
typically performed better, some symbolic messages such as "bump" and "hill"
were responded to more slowly than their verbal counterparts. Ells and Dewar
suggested that this may be due either to the simplicity of these word signs or
to the difficulty in symbolizing these concepts.

The authors suggested that symbolic messages are usually understood more rapidly
than verbal messages, if the correct response measure is chosen. The shorter
response time under degraded visual conditions for symbolic messages "again
stresses the general superiority of sjnnbolic signs, and also suggests that their
effectiveness may extend over a broad range of environmental conditions (e.g.,

daylight, darkness, glare, fog)" (Ells & Dewar, 1979, p. 167).

Finally, Ells and Dewar commented that although there were significant
correlations between the data on reaction time and legibility distance, these
two measures do not necessarily assess the same qualities of traffic signs.
"For example, legibility distance may be related to the visibility of individual
features comprising a traffic sign message, whereas reaction time is more
closely related to the speed of comprehension of the message. These considera-
tions lead to the recommendation that both legibility distance and reaction
time measures should be taken whenever a complete evaluation of sign adequacy
is undertaken" (Ells & Dewar, 1979, p. 168),

Hoffman and MacDonald (1980) compared the effectiveness of symbolic and verbal
turn restriction signs in terms of retention in short-term memory. In two
separate experiments, they examined the effects of verbal interference (counting
backwards) and visual interference (tracing a maze) upon the retention of sign
information. In both experiments, verbal and symbolic signs containing either
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permissive or prohibited information were assessed. In the first experiment,
64 subjects were shown a sign, given a delay of 15 s with or without interfer-
ence, and asked to select that sign from an array of 12 similar signs. The
authors found that the accuracy of sign perception was very high even at a 100

msec exposure with no interference. A differential effect of interference type
was found in which verbal interference had a greater effect upon verbal signs
than did visual interference. Furthermore, there was a significant interaction
between sign type and interference type for permissive, but not prohibition,
signs. This suggested that subjects used visual coding for permissive but not
prohibition signs.

In the second experiment, the response task was modified to include a "yes/no"
decision indicating a subject's comprehension of the sign message. Again, two

types of interference were studied, verbal and visual, with 40 subjects. Num-
ber of errors and response time were recorded. The response (recognition) time

was found to be significantly lower for symbolic signs than for verbal signs.
Verbal interference resulted in a higher error rate for verbal signs than for

symbolic signs for the recognition task, while for the "yes/no" response task,

S3nnbolic signs with visual interference had a significantly higher error rate.

The authors suggested (p. 249) that "information from both types of sign was
retained in some non-verbal form for the yes/no response condition. In fact,
several subjects reported recoding each sign as soon as it was presented in

terms of the specific motor task which would subsequently be required;
evidently this was the most commonly used strategy."

Because of the interactions among sign type, interference type, and response
task, and because the real world is likely to contain both visual and verbal
interference, the authors suggested (p. 250) that "in real use it appears
unlikely that there would be significant differences between verbal, symbolic,
permissive and prohibitive types of sign in the accuracy with which drivers
retained them in short term memory." Nevertheless, Hoffmann and MacDonald's
data do suggest that symbolic signs may be perceived more rapidly than verbal
signs, even though the detrimental effects of verbal and visual interference
upon sign perception are not clear-cut.

3.2.2 Glance Legibility Assessments of Understandability

One technique for assessing symbol effectiveness which sets time constraints
upon subjects, although it does not measure reaction time directly, is termed
"glance legibility".

King (1971, 1975) defined "glance legibility" as the percentage of correct

matches between a symbol and an answer chosen from an array of sjnnbols. The

symbol is typically presented at several different viewing times. In addition,
the array can contain either word or sjrmbol signs, so that the viewers must
match a symbol to a word or vice versa. In two separate experiments, King

(1971) and (1975) assessed the "glance legibility" and meaningfulness of both
sjmibol and word signs.
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In the first experiment, King (1971) presented 208 subjects with 30 black and
white signs. Ten of these were U.S. word road signs; ten were Canadian Pan
American symbols (series 1); and ten were Quebec-United Nation symbols (series
2). First the subjects defined the various sjnnbols, then they matched briefly
presented (.05 to .3 s) symbols with one of the nine sjrmbols shown in an answer
array. In this way, meaningfulness was first measured, followed by glance legi-
bility (which appears to be a combination of detectability and discriminability)

.

Finally, subjects indicated which set of symbols they preferred.

The results indicated that the response to the symbols of series 1 was
significantly more accurate than that to series 2. For series 1, the percent-
age of correct and generally correct responses ranged from 62.5 percent to 91.4
percent, while for series 2, the range was from 26 percent to 56 percent.

The glance legibility experiments indicated that at shorter viewing times, there
were fewer correct matches for the word signs. This decrease did not occur for
either of the two s3nnbol series, nor was there a significant difference between
these two sets. There was a significant difference, however, between the glance
legibility scores for the word and s)niibol signs. Finally, 65 percent of the

subjects found the symbol signs easier to match than the word signs.

King (1971) noted that the prohibition-type signs of Series 2 were particularly
difficult for subjects to interpret, with a large number of opposite responses
to these signs. The glance legibility data, however, indicated that even these
"difficult" symbols were more accurate than words in transmitting a given mes-
sage. These data also hinted that words may require more time for recognition
(and matching). King (1971) cautioned that these results were obtained in a

laboratory experiment and may or may not hold true in an actual driving situa-
tion where many distractions exist. Yet he suggested that symbols can be more
effective than words, particularly after people have been familiarized with
their meaning.

King (1975) used the glance legibility approach to study the effects of both
delayed response and interference. His intent was to simulate an actual driving
condition, in which there is typically a time interval between observing a high-
way sign and acting upon its information. During this time, the driver also
continues to perform driving-related tasks, which could interfere with the com-
prehension of sign information. As a result. King (1975) repeated his earlier
experiments with glance legibility but delayed the subject's response for 5 or

10 seconds after symbol presentation. In another phase, he added interference
during the 10-second delay period. The symbols and signs were the same used
during the 1971 experiment; namely, word signs, warning symbols (Series 1),
and prohibitory symbols (Series 2). Again, they were presented tachistoscopi-
cally (for .33 and .05 s) in black and white to eliminate color cues. The
first time represents the time that an automobile driver typically spends
looking at highway signs, while the second is a more extreme time limitation.
Ten subjects were tested at .33 s exposure; sixteen were tested at .05 s. All
26 subjects made 90 observations — 30 with a 5 s delay, 30 with 10 s delay,
and 30 with 10 s interference and delay period. Each subject matched the
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single sign/symbol stimulus appearing on the projection screen with an identical
sign from a 10-sign answer array. During the interference period, subjects read
aloud a series of individual letters for 10 s and then made the match.

Very few errors occurred at the longer viewing conditions for any of the three
test conditions. For the shorter condition, the percentage of correct responses
decreased as the delay period increased from 5 to 10 s, and decreased further
when interference was introduced. Symbols received significantly more correct
responses at the .05 s viewing condition, although there was no significant
difference between the two symbol series. The use of interference degraded the
response to words significantly more than that to sjnnbols. Thus, even under
more complex conditions. King (1975) concluded that symbols are recognized more
accurately than words for short viewing times.

In another assessment of glance legibility, Plummer, Minarch, and King (1974)
compared the reaction time and accuracy of response to symbol and word signs for

20 subjects. Using a tachistoscope
, they presented black and white slides of 10

symbol and 10 word messages for 200 s or more. Half the subjects received
special training in the meaning of symbolic traffic signs, while the other half
did not. Subjects matched a word sign with one of 3 symbol signs contained in

a subsequently shown answer array in the first portion of the experiment. In

the second portion, a symbol was matched to one of 3 word messages. Subjects
made a total of 60 observations, viewing each message/answer combination three
times during the experimental test. Both the reaction time and accuracy of
response were measured.

Analysis of the results indicated that the response to s3nnbol signs was more
accurate than that to word signs, but that the reaction time was faster for word
signs. Training resulted in increased speed but had no effect upon accuracy.
There were significant differences in the accuracy of responses and the reaction
times observed for particular symbols. For example, the symbol which caused the

most problem was the "school bus ahead" sign. It was suggested that this sjrmbol

should be re-designed. The authors concluded that highway symbols can be more
effective than word signs if accuracy of response is used as the criterion.

In a different use of the glance legibility technique, Dewar (1976) compared the

legibility of 15 sjnnbols in each of four prohibitory modes. These modes included
slash superimposed above the symbol, slash below the symbol, partial slash, and a

circular red surround only. Dewar noted that the convention in European signs

has been to use a red circle with a red slash over the symbol, to indicate pro-
hibited acts, while in Canada the trend has been to provide a permissive symbol,

surrounded by a green circle, which indicates only those acts which are legal.
The choice between the two approaches is difficult, as there may be a number
of permissive actions at an intersection but only one prohibited action. Yet

"the prohibitive message must convey two essential pieces of information — the

specific action (e.g. riding bicycles) and the fact that this action is not
allowed, thus making it more complex cognitively than the permissive message"
(Dewar, 1976, p. 253). As a result, subjects often give the prohibition symbol
a meaning which is opposite to the intended meaning.
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In addition, the prohibitory slash may obscure the symbol. In this experiment,
Dewar (1976) used symbols which contained the following characteristics — two
items, a vertical element, a horizontal element, or visual complexity — to

determine if various versions of prohibition would differentially affect the
meaning of the symbols

.

In the first portion of the experiment, Dewar presented 60 slides containing 15

sjnnbols under the four different prohibition modes. These symbols were pre-
sented tachistoscopically for 40 msec to 34 subjects in groups of two to four.
Using the glance legibility procedure, subjects matched each stimulus slide to a

set of 16 symbols provided on an answer sheet. The entire set of stimuli was
presented twice.

Analysis of the results from the first glance legibility experiment indicated
that performance was best for symbols with no prohibitory slash for about 66
percent of the s3nnbols. It was poorest for those symbols with the slash
underneath.

A second experiment assessed glance legibility under visually degraded
circumstances. Subjects sat further from the screen, visual angle was smaller,
background visual noise (a street scene) was provided, and the stimulus was
slightly out-of-focus . Exposure duration was lengthened to 100 msec, however.
Subjects again matched the stimulus symbol to an answer array of symbols. As
before, the presence of the slash reduced the legibility of the symbol. A com-
parison of the results for specific symbols from the two experiments using a

rank-order correlation, however, revealed a significant correlation only for the
"no slash" condition. Dewar (1976, p. 257) suggested that the lack of "corre-
lations between legibility scores under the two conditions may indicate that at

the greater distance (and lower clarity) subjects are depending upon different
cues. At the closer distance, for example, it may have been possible to dis-
tinguish details on the sjnnbols regardless of the slash conditions, while at the

greater distance, subjects may have used cues such as sign and general shape of
some sjnnbols." Exposure duration may also have influenced these results. Dewar
concluded, however, that his data do indicate that prohibition slashes can
interfere with the perception of symbols. Yet the use of a red (or green)
circle only to indicate prohibition (or permission) may be completely ineffec-
tive for those who are color defective. Hence, Dewar suggested the use of a

partial slash for prohibition.

The experiments reviewed in Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 indicate clearly that
symbolic signs can be perceived more rapidly and accurately than verbal signs,
particularly under very short viewing conditions. These advantages are enhanced
if the response measures and viewing conditions are chosen appropriately.

Because the use of a verbal labeling response appears to bias the reaction time
data toward word signs. Ells and Dewar 's (1979) use of a verbal matching proce-
dure or King's glance legibility technique are useful experimental approach
alternatives. Nevertheless, the reaction time and glance legibility measures
provide an indication of a symbol's eventual effectiveness in an actual driving
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situation where the speed and accuracy of response to a highway sign can be
critical.

3.2.3 Direct Assessment of Meaningfulness

The previously described research has dealt primarily with time-dependent
measures such as reaction time and glance legibility. Although accuracy of the
response has been recorded, symbol meaningfulness has not been the major factor.
In other experiments, however, researchers have selected meaningfulness as the

most salient characteristic of symbols for evaluation. In these experiments,
subjects are asked to provide a definition of the symbol's meaning, rather than
match a symbol against a word. Time constraints are typically not imposed.

In a five-phase assessment of meaningfulness, Brainard, Campbell, and Elkin
(1961) evaluated 30 European traffic symbol signs with subjects in the United
States. In the first phase, 29 subjects defined the meaning of each symbol.
In the second phase, 33 new subjects completed a matching test in which the
correct meaning was selected from a large list for each sjnnbol. In the third
phase, these subjects then received a brief training period, in which the
S3rmbols were presented while the experimenter defined them orally. After this
training, the subjects again defined all the symbols. In the fourth phase,
after 16 sjnnbol definitions were read aloud, 31 new subjects rapidly sketched
an appropriate symbol for each definition. Finally, 29 new subjects gave
definitions of 10 new sjnmbols constructed structed from sketches generated in

the fourth phase.

Brainard et al. determined that the answers (definitions) of phase one were
significantly correlated with those (matching answers) to the same sjnnbols of

phase 2, although there were fewer correct answers in phase 1 (54 percent com-
pared with 74 percent). After training, the correct answers in phase 3

approached 100 percent. In phase 4, the authors found that common stereotypes
emerged from the drawings for at least 9 of the 16 definitions. In
fact, for three definitions all of the drawings were essentially the same.

Even in the remainder of the cases, common elements emerged for the majority
of the symbols. After testing new symbols based upon these stereotypes,
Brainard et al. commented "that the interpretability of the signs based on the

stereotypes is superior to that of the corresponding European signs in all
instances" (1961, p. 131).

The authors also found that those concepts which were generally interpreted
correctly in phases 1 and 2 also elicited more Images that were similar in phase
4 (sketch) - suggesting that there is a "common" stereotype for particular con-

cepts. The signs with low scores or lack of agreement in symbolism were those
which tended to be more abstract (using a prohibitory slash, for example).

Those with scores above 85 percent correct tended to be a direct pictorial
representation of the concept or had a counterpart in existing U.S. symbol sys-
tems. (The s3nnbols that were most accurately interpreted tended to be those of

a unidimensional character and relied upon more common stereotypes.) Brainard
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et al. claimed that the presence of stereotypical Images Increases the
interpretability (or understandabllity) of symbols, as evidenced by the fact
that the European symbols had an average interpretability score of 45 percent,
compared with a score of 75 percent for the stereotype-based symbols. Never-
theless, at least four of the stereotypical symbols were interpreted only
moderately well with scores ranging from 76 percent to 38 percent, Brainard et

al. also found that the meaning of prohibitory signs was often reversed, although
brief training improved performance on all symbols to near 100 percent. Although
the use of circle and slash to symbolize prohibition was not widespread in the
early sixties when this experiment was performed, it should be noted that the

current extensive use of such symbols for highway signs should have improved
their meaningfulness

.

Finally, the authors indicated that even very brief training increased the
interpretability of all the symbols to near 100 percent accuracy. Brainard et

al. (1961, p. 136) concluded that: "A small number of the European road signs
could be efficaciously used in the United States, without necessitating prior
instruction as to their meaning. The majority of the signs, however, could not
be used without a minimal degree of familiarization." This experiment is rela-
tively unique in that the authors evaluated the initial understandabllity of the
symbols, the effectiveness of training, the existence of symbol stereotypes, and
provided suggestions for improving the meaningfulness of specific symbols.

In a more recent experiment, Griffith and Actkinson (1977, 1978) evaluated a

very large set of traffic control symbols currently used in Europe. Because
they were concerned about the high failure rate of Army personnel on the road
sign section of the European driver's license test, Griffith and Actkinson
assessed both initial interpretability and training effectiveness for the S3nn-

bol set. They measured interpretability in terms of the percentage of people
who responded incorrectly to the signs — both before and after training. The
effects of training method were assessed by determining interpretability after
one of three different instructional techniques had been administered.

In the first training condition, "sign only", individual signs were presented as

slides, while their meanings were read orally. In the "sign elaboration" condi-
tion, mnemonic cues were added to the oral presentation. These cues were
intended to enhance the recognition of the sign by providing a memory aid. The
third instructional condition was the standard Army instructional technique
which did not use slides. In the first two conditions, training was followed
by a testing period followed by feedback on the meaning of each sign. During
all training conditions, subjects were shown a total of 128 slides.

After one week, subjects were tested on their ability to recognize 50 of the

128 signs by writing the number of the slide next to the correct answer on an
answer sheet which contained the 50 alternative signs. Each sign slide was
projected initially for 30 s, and then for 15 s in a second iteration. Thirty-
eight subjects were tested in the "sign only" condition, 45 in the "sign elab-
oration" condition, and 117 in the standard or Army condition. Two measures
were used to assess the effectiveness of training — the number of signs
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recognized correctly during training, and the number recognized correctly one
week later.

Analysis of the results Indicated that there were no differences between the

"sign only," "sign elaboration," and the standard Army instructional conditions.
All three techniques appeared relatively inefficient in decreasing the number of

errors. Nevertheless, the percentage of errors did decrease as a function of

the innovative two hour training procedure, although not significantly. As a

result, the authors suggested that improved training techniques could result in

better performance if a minimum of four hours could be devoted to training.
"Although it remains our contention that effective memory training techniques
can be devised for road sign Instruction, the mnemonic enhancement of road signs
has yet to be demonstrated. Regardless of the method of Instruction, it appears
that two hours of training is insufficient" (Griffith & Actklnson, 1977, p. 394).

Griffith and Actklnson also questioned the ready Interpretabllity of the

international road signs. They contended that performance was still below 100

percent even after two exposures. There was a wide range of variation in the

percentage of Incorrect answers — from 0 to 86 percent during training and 0 to

32 percent during testing. Furthermore, during the testing phase, 10 of the 128

signs were missed by more than 50 percent of the subjects in at least one condi-
tion. The authors comment that "these data support the contentions of Cahill
(1975) and Kolers (1969) regarding the difficulty of developing a truly univer-
sal sjrmbology and the need for empirical research to develop a symbology based
on psychologically realistic principles" (1977, p. 394).

As Bralnard et al. (1961) had noted, the best understood signs were those with
direct counterparts in U.S. signage or those which were direct pictorial repre-
sentations of the hazards. "Given a lack of familarlty with the signs, the

general rule appears to be that the more abstract the pictorial representation,
the lower the interpretabllity" (Griffith & Actklnson, 1977, p. 394). The
authors also concluded that there does not appear to be a good technique for

teaching people the meaning of symbols quickly and effectively. Griffith and
Actklnson (1978) suggested that memory for pictures can be superior to that for
words. To Improve sjnnbol understandabillty , however, the problem becomes one of
linking the visual image, which may or may not have an intrinsic meaning, to

some semantic representation. Hence, the authors decided to use a mnemonic
technique to add semantic meaning to the visual Images. Using this technique,
they elaborated upon the pictorial representation of the sign so that the

subject would have a verbal description of the picture as well as the visual
picture Itself. Difficulties with this procedure may have arisen because of

the short training time. In addition, because the study was developed and
executed on very short notice, the best mnemonic cues may not have been devel-
oped. The authors concluded that the results might be improved if the subjects
were first taught how to make mnemonic cues in general , and then allowed to gen-
erate their own Idiosyncratic cues for specific signs. Griffith and Actklnson
also noted that subjects could miss a particular sign, which they really under-
stood, because of confusions with similar alternatives on the answer sheet.
These authors also considered the test situation to be artificial because no
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list of alternative meanings is ever provided for a given symbol in an actual
driving condition.

Although Griffith and Actkinson did not discuss it, problems may have arisen
because they presented their subjects with a very large number of symbols to

learn. It is possible that the task of learning these 128 signs was extremely
taxing and may well account for some of the poor performance. (Easterby (1970)
commented that recognition is poorer with symbol sets containing more than 100

symbols). In addition, a quick glance at the symbol set reveals that many are
unfamiliar and, in some cases, contradictory to those used in current U.S.
practice, (See figure 9.) The prohibition signs are particularly confusing in

that a red circle is used to indicate prohibition while a slash — a double
negative, in fact — is used to remove this prohibition. As a result, the
correct answer may have been difficult to remember. Nevertheless, the data
collected by Griffith and Actkinson reinforce the need to evaluate the under-
standability of sjrmbols for public use. These data also indicate instances
where the symbols could have profitably been redesigned, at least for U.S.

observers

.

Using another response method, the semantic differential, Dewar and Ells (1977)
assessed the raeaningfulness of traffic sign messages. The semantic differen-
tial measures the meaningfulness of an Idea or object by having a subject rate
the idea on a series of paired adjectival scales. These adjective pairs are

designed to group attributes into four factors — evaluation, activity, under-
standability , and potency. Dewar and Ells (1977) commented that although the
application of the semantic differential to traffic sign evaluation is unusual,
previous research has indicated that this measure can provide a valid and reli-
able indication of subjective meaning. Thus, the evaluation factor should mea-
sure attitudes, while the understandability factor should reflect the subject's
knowledge of the concept being rated. Both understandability and subjective
evaluation can be important factors in the comprehension of traffic signs.

Dewar and Ells tested 31 undergraduates, using 20 color slides of traffic
symbols, to see if psychological raeaningfulness as defined by the semantic dif-
ferential were in fact related to the understandability of these traffic sign

symbols. Subjects were asked to give the meaning of all the signs first, and
then rate them on the semantic differential. Correlation of the scores for
actual and rated meaningfulness was found to be quite high.

In a second experiment, Dewar and Ells examined the relationship between glance
legibility and rated meaningfulness. Twenty subjects were tested on 20 sign

messages, composed of both symbols and words. The subjects, who were tested
individually, matched colored slides of each sign, projected for 40 msec, with
one of 20 signs located on an answer sheet. After the legibility experiment,
the subjects rated each sign on the semantic differential. The glance legibil-
ity scores correlated with the evaluation and understandability factors for the

verbal signs only.

Dewar and Ells commented that the semantic differential provides a good way of
determining the raeaningfulness of a sign because it does not ask for preference
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or familiarity judgments, and because it requires ratings on several adjective
pairs for each concept. Yet, because it only rates meaningfulness , the seman-
tic differential should be used along with measures of perception, such as
glance legibility and legibility distance, in a complete assessment of s3mbol
effectiveness. The authors did not discuss the lack of correlation between
the semantic differential scores and the glance legibility scores for symbolic
signs. Use of the semantic differential does, however, provide some indication
of how meaningful a particular symbol is for a given concept. This technique
could be used to discriminate between several different symbols proposed for a
single concept. Use of the definition technique could then provide some data
on confusions and misinterpretations within a set of symbols.

Hulbert, Beers, and Fowler (1979) evaluated the understandability of 16 traffic
control devices, including symbols, with 3164 drivers throughout the United
States, The devices studied included nine symbol signs, six signal lights, and
eight pavement markings. The authors developed a 15-minute film depicting the

various control devices which they showed to subjects in various civic and
other groups. The film contained a question on each device, which was answered
by the subjects before the next device appeared. Subjects completed a multiple-
choice questionnaire which was chemically treated to provide immediate feedback
on the correctness of each response. The authors also obtained demographic
data in terms of sex, age, driving experience, etc.

The understandability of the traffic control devices ranged from 18 percent for
the school zone sjnnbol signs to 97 percent for the U-turn symbol sign. No

device was understood by all drivers. Generally, however, the symbols were
better understood than the signals or pavement markings, although the school
zone and school crossing symbols were not well understood (and were often con-
fused). Although there were wide differences in understanding by individual
motorists, there were no regional trends. There was a tendency for males to

score slightly better than females and for older drivers to score generally
lower

.

The authors conclude that "Even the best understood signs were not well
understood by 5 to 10 percent of the drivers tested. Ninety percent under-
standing may seem all right, but if there are 10 uncertain drivers of every 100

using an intersection having 5,000 ADT, that means a potential of 500 confused
drivers who may make an unsafe and/or unlawful maneuver or suddenly slow to a

stop to figure things out,,. It cannot be assumed that motorists' failure to

understand the meanings of these traffic control situations is due solely to

weaknesses of perceptual powers of our nation's drivers" (Hulbert et al,, 1979,

p, 47), In fact, the device itself may not adequately convey its meaning, or

the driving situation may be inordinantly complex.

Some of the poor response may have been due to complexities of the testing
situation. Inspection of the multiple choice answers reveals some rather
similar and confusing alternatives. For school zone and school crossing area,
the answers provided were: "school children in area", "school crossing located
here", "school zone", and "pedestrian crossing". Discriminating among these
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choices appears to be a rather difficult task. Furthermore, a driver's correct
response to any of those ideas would be to slow down whether or not he/she
fully comprehended the four gradations in meaning presented by the various
choices. Generating good "wrong" answers to multiple choice questions is one
of the most difficult aspects of this type of procedure. Nevertheless, the use
of Immediate feedback on the questionnaire administered by Hulbert, et al . pro-
vides a unique opportunity for both testing and simultaneous training.

3.2.4 Comparison of Laboratory and Behavioral Data

Another measure of symbol meaningfulness is the direct assessment of changes in
behavior due to the symbol. Thus, Forbes, Gervais, and Allen (1963) compared
the understandability of a symbol in laboratory experiments with the actual
reaction to the same symbol on the highway. Concerned with the use of symbols
for lane control in emergency situations, they devised two control symbols, a
green arrow and a red "x". They assessed the effectiveness of each in three
separate laboratory experiments followed by a field experiment.

Forbes, Gervais, and Allen (1963) conducted laboratory studies in which the
amount of information given to the subjects about the meaning of the signals
varied. Colored slides which depicted six symbols in place on a bridge were
shown to a total of 253 students. In the first study, subjects, who were given
a series of six possible driver actions such as "slow in lane", indicated the
driving action that they would perform in response to a series of symbols. In

the second study, subjects who received no information about possible driving
actions indicated the appropriate action for each symbol in all traffic lanes.
In the third study, subjects who received the driving information responded only
for certain traffic lanes (rather than all three). The results indicated that
the lack of information in the second study resulted in confusions and poor per-
formance. Nevertheless, for all three groups, one symbol, the red "x"

,

performed significantly better than the other five symbols tested.

The field experiment assessed the effectiveness of the red "x" , used in the
laboratory experiments, for an actual driving situation. The researchers placed
a lightweight barrier in one lane, and then measured the point at which a car
would swerve to avoid it both with and without the red "x" lane control symbol.
Analysis of the results indicated that the starting point of the swerve was
earlier when the red "x" was present.

Forbes et al. (1963) selected an effective sjnnbol for lane control based upon
performance in laboratory testing. This symbol was judged to be more discrim-
inable and understandable than the other symbols tested. Direct observation of
highway behavior confirmed that this symbol did alter behavior in the direction
desired. Although Forbes et al. did not directly compare their symbol with word
signs, they pointed out that a comparable word sign would take up much more
space, be more expensive, and be more difficult to use as a temporary lane-change
measure.

Dewar and Swanson (1972) also compared the effectiveness of words and symbols
in both a laboratory and field experiment. As a rationale, they commented
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that "The use of a symbol assumes that the viewer knows the meaning of it. It

is generally assumed that certain s3rmbols or pictures will be understood on the
basis of some intrinsic meaning that is obvious to all; however, cultural dif-
ferences do exist, and some sjnnbols may be inappropriate for certain countries"
(Dewar & Swanson, 1977, p. 16). Hence, there is a need to test the recogniz-
ability of symbols for specific populations and applications.

Dewar and Swanson (1972) claimed that symbols can be visible at a greater
distance than a written message for a sign of equal size. Furthermore, because
different written messages vary in length, they require different sign shapes
and sizes as well as varying letter types and sizes. As a result, uniformity
is impossible, particularly for regulatory signs. These problems can be avoided
through the use of symbols, although certain messages such as "Keep right except
to pass" or "Slow down" remain difficult to symbolize.

Dewar and Swanson also discussed certain inconsistencies in current symbol use.

A sjnnbol may reflect the nature of a hazard, the result of a hazard, or provide
positive or negative instructions. The authors concluded that the real concern
of researchers should be with the action taken in response to a sign rather than
the "recognizability" of the sign. For example, they noted that numerous
inappropriate responses have been reported for the prohibitory-type signs.

As a result, Dewar and Swanson conducted both laboratory and field studies of
traffic signs used in Canada. In a laboratory experiment, they examined the
response to these signs under short exposure conditions. Before the experiment
began, subjects were shown all the signs for 30 s each. Then they identified
the meaning of color slides of 23 signs projected for .04 s tachistoscopically

.

In the second part, subjects identified signs located in a photograph of an
actual intersection. Part 1 was always presented before Part 2. Three groups
of subjects were used. The first, 148 volunteers from the city of Calgary, was
tested in sets of six. The second, a group of 216 drivers' education students,

was tested in sets of 42 to 68. The third group, 51 different drivers' educa-
tion students, was tested after the end of training to assess any training
effect. (No difference was found for distance from the projection screen).

The results indicated that all subjects performed better for sjnnbols than for
words (in Part 1). In Part 2, sjnnbols such as the positive turn-restriction
sjnnbols performed better than words alone or the negative turn-restriction
sjanbol. Only the words "No U turn" did better than the comparable symbol sign.

"In general when a sign was compared with a similar sign containing additional

information, such as time or words or both, the simpler version was more easily
recognized. Adding something to a sign appears to increase confusion and make
the symbol more difficult to recognize" (Dewar & Swanson, 1972, p. 19). The

authors found some limited sex and age differences. Generally, the differences
favored younger subjects.

In the second experiment, a field study, the relative effectiveness of a

negative and positive version of a "no left turn" symbol was determined by
counting the number of cars making illegal left turns during a prohibited time.
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The results Indicated a range of violations from 1,1, to 9,3 per day for the

two sjnnbols. Unfortunately, no baseline field data had been obtained for the
positive symbol so it was not possible to compare the two symbols directly.
Furthermore, the violations were much greater for westbound cars than for east-
bound cars. Nevertheless, both the field and the lab study suggest that the
positive symbol performed better than the negative, "This may be due to the
positive signs being intrinsically more meaningful or possibly to the fact that
they have been in more common use in Alberta and are simply more familiar. Word
messages were generally more poorly recognized than symbols" (Dewar & Swanson,

1972, p, 22), Indeed, the addition of words or numbers was often found to reduce
the comprehension of a symbol.

Dewar and Swanson concluded that future symbol research should concentrate on

the relative effectiveness of positive versus negative symbols. In addition,
the recognizability (or understandability) of traffic control symbols should be

evaluated, particularly for abstract symbols that have no intrinsic meaning of

their own,

3,2,5 Visibility of Highway Symbols

Johnston, Cole, Jacobs and Gibson (1976) reported legibility data obtained for

16 pairs of symbolic and alphanumeric highway signs. Subjects identified the

signs both when their vision was blurred deliberately and when it was clear.
The legibility distances for the symbols were typically about twice those for
the alphanumeric signs, although these distances varied for different sign
pairs. Of interest is the fact that certain alphanumeric signs performed
almost as well as symbols because they had "characteristic word layouts which
afforded a unique shape cue to the message. This shape cue enabled the signs

to be identified as 'symbols' at sizes much smaller than those necessary to

resolve the words. Examples of these signs are 'slippery when wet,' 'road

narrows,' 'no entry' and 'divided road ends," If the legibility of such signs

depended simply on the visual resolution of the letter limbs then these signs

should be legible at distances when the only cue evident was the layout of the

words" (Johnston et al . , 1976, p, 603),

On the other hand, the rate of information transfer was greater for alphanumeric
signs than symbolic signs under clear vision conditions. This may have been due

to the "higher compatibility between the verbal identification of the legend dis-
play than that of the sjnnbolic display" (Johnston et al , , 1976, p. 603), This
problem was also raised by Dewar et al . (1976), Whatever the reason, the super-
iority of the word signs decreased under conditions of blur so that the infor-

mation transfer rate was about the same for both sign types when vision was

defocused.

In the final study of highway symbols reviewed here. Smith and Weir (1978)

evaluated the effectiveness of different directional symbols under poor visi-
bility conditions. Convinced that symbolic road signs were superior to word
signs, they wanted to improve them by finding the best image for each message.
For this task. Smith and Weir used eight variations of a directional symbol
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(arrow) to assess the most visible symbol under laboratory conditions of blur
and low contrast. Blur was chosen to simulate the effects of different vis-
ual acuities upon visibility (particularly for nighttime conditions). Contrast
was chosen to represent a glare factor affecting visibility during bright sun-
light. Smith and Weir also performed a subjective assessment, since previous
research had suggested that a symbol which performed well under conditions of

blur and contrast might not be liked because of its unconventional shape.

Eight s3nnbols were rear projected for 0.5 s. In the blur experiment subjects
judged the direction in which the symbol pointed. Eight levels of blur and
eight directions were used for each of the eight symbols making a total of 512
presentations for fourteen subjects. The results indicated that there were
three distinct groupings of symbols in terms of response to blur. In the
second phase, the percentage of correct direction determinations was measured
for each of the eight sjnnbols as a function of contrast level. Eight levels
of contrast were used, A second projector provided a uniform veiling glare,
and varied overall luminosity. Twelve subjects participated (nine from the

first experiment). Analysis of the results indicated that there were two dis-
tinct groupings of symbols in terms of response to contrast. In the third
phase, subjects ranked the relative acceptability of the eight symbols. Seventy-
one subjects ordered photographs of symbols in terms of their apparent effec-
tiveness as a directional indicator. Because different performance criteria
can lead to differences in rank ordering, the authors suggested that these
criteria be as relevant as possible to the final task. The results from the

three phases showed that the data on visibility in the laboratory agreed with
the data on recognition distance and reaction time from previous field experi-
ments. Although two symbols tested well in terms of visibility at low contrast
and resistance to blur, one of these was ranked as the least acceptable symbol.
As a result. Smith and Weir commented that "unconventional and unfamiliar sym-
bols may be significantly more visible than the more conventional and familiar
symbols. However, any advantage offered by completely new s5nnbols may be offset
by lack of understanding of their meaning" (Smith & Weir, 1978, p. 251).

3.3 AUTOMOTIVE AND MACHINERY SYMBOLS

Other investigations of symbol understandability have centered on the

application of pictograms to mark controls and provide operating information
and instructions in cars, trucks, and machinery. The impetus for this applica-
tion derives from the international sale of machinery and equipment and the

need to convey operating instructions accurately without the use of written
language. Also, because so many controls are quite small, sjrmbols are prefer-
red to words on operating equipment. Finally, because of product liability
factors, warning information and hazard indications must be applicable to all
users — literate or not. Consequently, symbols are increasingly used on farm
and industrial machinery, cars and trucks.

Easterby (1970) claimed that the impetus for symbol use is often based upon
commercial considerations and the need to expand foreign trade markets rather
than any real consideration of the symbol's effectiveness in communicating
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information. He commented that "It is of course paradoxical that man has used
pictographic and iconic recording (which was followed by the development of
alphabets and language) and now, with increasingly complex technology, he must
revert to symbolic representation. There may well be unexplored ideas in
Egyptian hieroglyphics which we could use to define more adequately the princi-
ples of symbol design" (Easterby, 1970, p. 149). Nevertheless, the sets of
automotive/machinery symbols in current use have received considerable research
attention.

3.3.1 Machine Symbol Evaluation

Cahill (1975, 1976) assessed the interpretability of many of the symbols that
Henry Dreyfuss (1966) had designed for use on farm vehicles and industrial
machinery. (See Section 2.3.2). Cahill noted that although Dreyfuss and his
associates had expended considerable time and energy in developing the symbols,
they did not test their effectiveness with the intended users.

Cahill assessed the effects of both context and previous experience upon the
understandability of 10 of Dreyfuss' symbols for 30 male subjects. Subjects
were divided into two groups: context and no context. The context subjects were
given a drawing of a typical cab (as in a bulldozer) with the correct location
for each sjrmbol indicated numerically. Both the context and the no-context
groups wrote down a meaning for each symbol. All symbols were presented to the

subjects as slides for 30 s apiece, with a 5 s response Interval between slides.

Each response was independently scored as correct or incorrect by three judges.
The judges also rated the subjects' previous experience with farm or industrial
equipment based upon their answers to a brief questionnaire. Subjects were con-
sidered "experienced" if they had operated or designed heavy industrial or farm
equipment or worked as a mechanic around it. Seventeen of the 30 subjects were
classified as experienced and were about evenly divided between the context
groups

.

The results indicated that both context and experience facilitated performance,
but that there were also wide differences in the understandability of various
s3nnbols. Nevertheless, the ordering of symbols in terms of correct identifica-
tion was similar for both context and no context groups.

When Cahill (1976) examined the performance of individual symbols in greater
detail, she determined that some sjnnbols were affected more by context than
others. A significant effect of context was found for both the "transmission"
and "choke" symbols, while only the "turn signal" symbol was significantly
affected by experience. In addition, the graphic quality of the symbol affected
response accuracy. For example "fuel" and "horn", fairly graphic representa-
tions of a gasoline pump and a trumpet horn, were recognized by all the subjects,

while "hand brake" and "turn signals" were also well understood. All of these
are fairly direct pictorial representations of commonly encountered objects.
"Engage" and "choke", on the other hand, were understood by very few of the
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subjects, with neither receiving a correct response from the "no context"
group, "Engage" may have caused problems because it is a verb, not a noun,
and because it is a conceptual, rather than pictographic

, representation,

Cahill (1976) commented that symbols should always be provided in a context
which can aid interpretability , Because symbols are not used in isolation, the

use of a drawing to provide context is a conservative test of a s3n]ibol*s under-
standability . Nevertheless, she noted that (p, 650) "we may now hold it to be
an experimentally verified truth that not all symbols are created equal. More-
over, preexisting differences in difficulty level are not obliterated by con-
text or user experience. While a few symbols may benefit more than others from
the presence of either of these factors, the evidence suggests that in no sense
can context or experience be relied upon to compensate for whatever aspects of
certain symbols make them consistently difficult to interpret," She noted
further that the most successful symbols should not require a great deal of

specific operational familiarity. Symbols for specific concepts, such as

machine-control actions or technological objects, cause problems because they
are unfamiliar and occur only in particular situations, Cahill noted that
there does not appear to be a relationship between the actual location of a

symbol on the machinery and the accuracy of response. Furthermore, whether the
symbol represents a control knob, instrument, or dial does not appear to affect
understandability , S5rmbol representation or design is the primary influence on
the understandability of a particular symbol, even when it is presented in con-
text to a knowledgeable audience. As a result, Cahill concluded that symbols
must be tested before application to determine if their design is effective,

3,3,2 Automotive S5anbol Evaluation

Although Cahill 's investigation is one of the few evaluations of the

effectiveness of machine symbols, there have been several investigations of

automobile sjnnbols. Unlike the highway symbol research, the effectiveness of

words and sjnnbols for automobiles has rarely been compared. The use of symbols
to indicate automotive controls has become accepted due to the advent of the

"world car", designed to be marketed on a world-wide basis (Lord, 1980.) As a
result, investigations of automotive symbols have concentrated on determining
the understandability to a wide audience of one or more symbols for a given
referent

.

In a study of international automotive symbols, Heard (1974) compared the

effectiveness of three different symbols for each of 24 referents for a very
large (2593) number of licensed drivers. These symbols were designed to iden-
tify controls and indicators in automobiles. Since the study was commissioned
by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), Heard studied
drivers in the United States, the United Kingdom, France, and Germany, Three
age groups were studied — 16-25, 26-55, and over 55 — for both males and
females

.
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Fifty-four symbols were studied in total. (See figure 10 for examples.) Three
variations of each of 15 proposed referents were studied, along with one ver-
sion of nine already selected for standardization by ISO. These symbols were
tested in the appropriate location in an actual automobile or automobile
mock-up.

Subjects were read a simulated test drive which involved the use of each of the

symbols. As each command was read, subjects touched the appropriate control
using the symbol for identification. The time to find and touch the symbol was
recorded along with the accuracy of response. (All the sjnnbols were obscured
by cardboard before and after the actual test.) In addition, the subjects com-
pleted a questionnaire which provided data on their age, sex, driving experi-
ence, nationality and personal car. Most of the subjects were from the U.S.

(1097) with 771 from the U.K., 572 from Germany, and 153 from France.

An analysis of variance indicated that there were significant differences
between countries and symbol sets. Age and gender were ultimately ignored
because of the difficulty of finding enough female drivers, particularly in the
older age groups. In addition, the response time measures varied tremendously
from country to country, so that the final data were only approximate. Pro-
blems also arose in that not all cars contained the appropriate controls, so

that not all symbols were tested with all subjects. As a result, the percent-
age of correct response to a symbol is based upon the number of subjects
responding, rather than the number tested. Finally, poor wording of the simu-
lated test drive caused one of the "brake" symbols to be preferred over the

others. Nevertheless, the data did permit a clear differentiation between the

symbols in each of the proposed sets.

Heard (1974) recommended 12 symbols for the 15 new referents for use in

automobiles on the basis of these data. For recommendation, the sjrmbol had to

be recognized correctly by 75 percent or more of the subjects, and be confused
with other symbols no more than 5 percent of the time. Data for all countries,
ages, and genders were combined to provide an indication of effective symbols.

Heard's approach is interesting in that she used a behavioral context to study
the recognition and understandability of symbols. The subject's ability to

locate and touch the appropriate control provides some indication of the poten-
tial effectiveness of the symbols in an actual driving situation. Nevertheless,
Heard commented that although her approach allows the effectiveness of differ-
ent sjnnbols to be compared, it does not eliminate the need for an additional
educational program to familiarize drivers with all symbols and their meaning.

In another evaluation of automotive symbols, Wiegand and Glumm (1979) evaluated
the effectiveness of various pictographic controls and displays used on mili-
tary vehicles. At the time of their experiment, at least five different symbol
systems were used or proposed for use in both military and civilian vehicles.
For at least one of these sets, the majority of symbols had been accurately
identified by less than 50 percent of the German drivers tested. As a result,
Wiegand and Glumm selected 25 pictographic symbols proposed by ISO in 1976 for
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testing. In the experiment, Wiegand and Glumm asked 125 U.S. citizens to match
pictures of the 25 symbols with the correct definition drawn from a list of 35

referents

.

Analysis of the results indicates that the males performed slightly better than
the females, although this difference occurred for only four symbols — lower
beam, windshield washer, head lamp cleaner, and choke. For the most part, the
percentage of correct recognition was quite high — above 80 percent for 20 of

the 25 symbols. The five symbols which performed poorly included lighter,
choke, master lighting switch, rear fog light, and front fog light. Wrong
answers to the fog light symbols were due to confusion between "front" and
"rear". At least 85 percent of the subjects knew that the sjnnbol in question
referred to fog lights.

The authors conclude that "the data obtained in this investigation demonstrate
a high recognition value of 20 of the current 25 ISO symbols which, in general,
is not influenced by sex or additional military driving experience" (Wiegand &

Glumm, 1979, p. 14). Only two sjnnbols — "choke" and "master lighting switch"

have recognition problems serious enough to suggest that they should be rede-
signed. As a result of this study, the authors proposed that the ISO symbol set

should be used for automotive controls and displays, except for those individual
ISO s3nnbols which did not test well.

In a similar experiment. Green and Pew (1978) examined the effectiveness of 19

pictographic symbols used in automotive displays. They noted that previous com-
parisons of highway signs and symbols demonstrated that symbols could be recog-
nized more accurately and rapidly. Similarly, symbols could be advantageously
used for automotive displays and controls to reduce the time required to select
a specific control and minimize confusion among alternative choices. In a test
of this hypothesis. Green and Pew studied the effectiveness of automotive con-

trol symbols for a variety of responses. Fifty subjects, all licensed drivers
aged 17-25, were employed in a series of five tasks. Nineteen pictographic sym-
bols, intended for use in automotive displays, were selected based on performance
on these tasks.

The first task was to determine the subject's familiarity with the sjrmbols.

Subjects were given copies of the symbols and asked to circle those that they

were "reasonably sure" that they had seen before. Secondly, the authors deter-
mined "association norms" for each symbol. In this task, subjects were given
copies of the sjrmbols, read a driving scenario similar to that used by Heard

(1974), and asked to point to the symbol appropriate for the scenario. The
accuracy of the response was recorded.

In the third task, subjects made magnitude estimations of the communicativeness
of each symbol. The authors defined "communicativeness" as "how well a symbol

suggested its designated norm". All subjects rated each symbol twice. In the

fourth task, the relative difficulty of learning each symbol was assessed (using
a paired associate task). In this task, subjects were shown cards with sjnnbols

printed on them and asked to provide a label for each. They were given the
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correct label immediately after each response. The task was repeated until the
subject could label each symbol correctly. In the last task, reaction time was
assessed. The experimenter read a label and then showed subjects a slide of a
symbol. The time for subjects to respond "same" or "different" to the slide
was recorded. All symbols were shown twice — once with a correct (or "same")
label and once with an incorrect (or "different") label.

Two groups of subjects were studied — 30 participated for only one day, while
20 participated for three days. On the first day, all 50 subjects participated
in the familiarity, paired associate, and rating tasks. On the second day, 20

subjects participated in the paired-associate and reactiontime tasks, while
on the third day, these two tasks were repeated along with a final rating task.

The analysis of the results indicated that education (technical or nontechnical),
road experience, and specific vehicle experience all affected a subject's symbol
knowledge. Analysis of task 1, familiarity, indicated that most symbols were
not familiar to the subjects. The mean number of symbols recognized was 2.6

(out of 19). On task 2, only 6 of the 19 symbols tested met the acceptance
criteria of minimum 75 percent recognition and maximum 5 percent confusion, as

set by Heard (1974), A large number of symbols were confused with each other.
The third task, rated communicativeness, suggested that a number of symbols did
not communicate effectively at all. During a final, informal interview, sub-
jects provided a number of suggestions for modifying the symbols.

The second and third day's tasks showed that subjects were able to do the

paired-associate learning task with increasing accuracy. There was an initially
large number of errors (mean of 7.1 per subject) for the set of 19 symbols,
although this was partly due to difficulty in learning the predetermined labels.
Thus "coolant temperature" was termed "engine temperature" or "radiator temper-
ature". By the second test, subjects made an average of only 1.3 errors and
almost none after that. Finally, the reaction time results indicated that there
was a pronounced learning effect and variation in a subject's ability to do the
task rapidly.

An examination of correlations between the tasks indicated that familiarity was
not correlated with the other measures, even though Cahill (1975) had suggested
that it might be an important factor in determining performance. In addition,
correlations of associative strength with reaction time were only barely signi-
ficant. Green and Pew (1978, p. 112) commented that "to date, it has been tac-
itly assumed that association norms were always highly correlated with reaction
time, the measure of interest while driving; and that it was only necessary to

measure associative strength. These data do not support this assumption." The
one measure that emerged as useful was that of "communicativeness" which was
highly correlated with association norms and reaction time. The authors claimed
that rated communicativeness could be effectively used as a measure of the
utility of a sjnabol.

Green and Pew noted that sex and technical ability affect the ability to
recognize a sjrmbol at first glance, but do not appear to be related to the
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performance of other tasks. Although reaction time decreases with learning,
It is affected by the dlscriniinability of the symbol. The authors also pointed
out that association norms for and confusions within a set of symbols may not
follow the intuitive feelings of the experimenter. "It is therefore very impor-
tant that the experimenter interview a sample of the user population to ascer-
tain why sjnnbols are mistaken and confused. Subjects usually have logical
reasons for their responses" (Green & Pew, 1978, p. 113). Finally, the authors
concluded that these data underline the urgent need to evaluate s3nnbol alterna-
tives empirically before sjnnbols are adopted,

3.3,3 Automotive Sjnnbol Production

Because previous research had shown variability in the understandability of
symbols. Green (1979) explored ways to develop better symbols for automotive
controls and displays. His concern was to develop symbols which would be mean-
ingful to all people who drive cars. Green (1979, p, 4) suggested that "Among
other things, a good pictographic S3nnbol is meaningful, is discriminable from
other members of the set, and is easily distinguished from its background, even
when degraded by wear, dirt, or reduction in size. The most important charac-
teristic, in general, is raeaningfulness, Meaningfulness is a function both of

being able to associate a previously unseen symbol with its intended message
(initial identification) and of the ease with which that is done after having
been told what the symbol represents (later recall)," As a result, Green used
the production method in which a group of people sketched symbols for each of

seven referents. Then, another group of subjects rated the meaningfulness of
six or seven most frequently drawn symbols for each referent, (Brainard, et al,

(1961), had used a similar technique for highway sjnnbols,)

In the first phase, 43 subjects, aged 20-64, drew pictures for seven referents —
heater, air conditioner, fresh air vent, radio volume, radio tuning, tire pres-
sure, and lamp failure. Three judges scored the drawings by giving them descrip-
tive labels such as "fire" or "snowflake". The drawings were then grouped by
label and the most frequently suggested drawings were used as stimuli for the

second phase. Subjects also provided definitions for a proposed sjnnbol for
"diesel starting aid," and indicated the best verbal labels for "battery" and
"malfunctioning electrical system." Green found that only one of the 43 sub-
jects had any idea of the meaning of the proposed "diesel starting aid" symbol,
and preferred the term "battery" over the alternatives suggested.

In the second phase. Green (1979) had 62 subjects, aged 17-64, estimate the

informativeness of the newly drawn symbols. These subjects were given seven
sheets on which the desired label (referent) appeared in the center surrounded
by four to ten symbols produced during phase one. Subjects made magnitude esti-
mations of the informativeness of each suggested symbol for each label. Although
Green found that some subjects did not fully understand the process of magnitude
estimation, the data analysis revealed that subjects were generally able to

agree on one or more symbols for a given referent, and that these symbols often
differed from those in current use. One sjnnbol for each of "radiotuning"

,

"heater", "air conditioning", and "airflow" was readily selected, while several
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symbols for "exterior lamp failure", "tire pressure", and "radio volume" were
chosen as equally informative.

Green (1979, p. 7) concluded that "It is very important that a production study
be the first data collection effort in a sjnnbol program. No matter how well
conceived and executed the research plan, it is doomed to failure if the candi-
dates are poor." Secondly, the use of a magnitude estimation task of symbol
informativeness can lead to the selection of a "best" symbol for a given refer-
ent in many cases. Green cautioned, however, that his findings are best used as

a guide for selecting effective symbols. Green (1979, p. 7) concluded that
"these experiments demonstrate the need to include the users in all phases of

symbol development and evaluation. Opinions of the symbol designer often dis-
agree with those of the users."

Green and Burgess (1980) expanded the production method to include the
development of combined concepts. As in Green's 1979 study, the concern was
with sjnnbols for various automotive systems and functions. A total of 28

subjects drew pictures of seven automotive systems such as air, brake, or fuel;
four system properties such as fluid level, pressure or temperature; and 20 of
a possible 28 system-property combinations, such as oil pressure. Analysis of

the drawings indicated some differences between those drawn by engineering and
by non-engineering students. Engineering students tended to draw the operating
mechanisms of the machinery while other students tended to take an "external"
view, depicting either a driving action or the consequences of failure to act.

It is not clear whether the non-engineering students fully understood the
meaning of all the referents. If the verbal referent is not clear to the users,

the sjnnbol produced is unlikely to be very clear either.

Green and Burgess (1980) then had 26 students make magnitude estimations of the

informativeness of 5 to 12 candidate symbols for each of 26 functions. These
candidates included the student drawings along with manufacturer's suggestions
and international standards. In general, these latter symbols were not rated
as informative as the students' drawings. (The same set of subjects was used
in both experiments.) As a result, the authors concluded that some of the ISO
symbols for fuel, brake failure, engine oil, and coolant temperature should be

reconsidered. They also found wide differences in the informativeness of some
of the sjrmbols—particularly the combined sjnnbols. Their results underline the
need to develop a sjmtax for combining symbolic messages to create coherent,
unique meanings. Green and Burgess concluded, though, that the strength of the
production technique is that it elicits innovative drawings from a driver's
rather than a manufacturer's perspective.

3.3.4 Orientation of Symbols

Another issue, explored by Green and Davis (1976), is the effect of variations
in the orientation of symbols for automobile controls. Previous research, such
as that conducted by Heard (1974), evaluated the recognizabllity of automotive
symbols placed in an upright position only. Yet symbols placed upon automotive
controls are often rotated away from upright, and, consequently, may not be
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rapidly or accurately identified. As a result. Green and Davis' study concen-
trated on the time required to recognize a rotated symbol.

Ten subjects studied three different symbols which had been rotated into
different positions. These symbols were: parking light, windshield wiper, and
lower beam. The subjects were presented with numerous pairs of symbols, of

which one symbol varied in orientation. In addition, half of the varied symbols
were reversed (mirror image). Subjects had to rotate (mentally) the left-hand
symbol of the pair to agree with the right-hand symbol and then decide if it

were the same or different (mirror image). They responded by writing S (for
same) or D (for different) next to each pair. Each subject judged 864 symbol
pairs in blocks of 24 pairs for a given symbol. The time to complete each block
was recorded.

Analysis of the results indicated that increasing the rotation of the symbol
away from upright significantly affected response time. Green and Davis claimed
that their data suggest that mental rotation of symbols occurs at a constant rate
which averages about 130 degrees per second for this experiment. There were no
significant differences between s3nnibols. Green and Davis (1976, p. 183) con-
cluded that the data obtained for rotated symbols indicate the potential for a

serious hazard, "If a symbol were to appear in a random orientation, a reason-
able assumption for a rotatable control , then it would be on the average 90

degrees from upright. At freeway speeds, one would travel roughly three car-
lengths in the time it would take a driver to perform just the rotational trans-
formation." Because a driver could have difficulty responding to an emergency
during this time. Green and Davis suggest that symbols used for controls always
be mounted in an upright position,

3.4 PUBLIC INFORMATION SYMBOLS FOR BUILDINGS

The third area of application to be covered in this report is that of public
Information symbols. Typically, Investigations in this area have centered on

the understandabllity of one or more sets of symbols designed to convey infor-
mation to travelers. As with automotive sjnnbols, no comparisons have been made
of the relative effectiveness of word and symbol signs, probably because the

intended audience is comprised of both English and non-English speaking persons.

Because questions such as reaction time or speed of detection appear much less

relevant for public information symbols, accuracy of understanding has been the

I

primary variable studied,

j

Easterby and Zwaga (1976) compared the understandabllity of several different
symbols for each of six referents in a cross-cultural evaluation. In a three-

part experiment, they evaluated public information symbols with subjects from

seven countries under the sponsorship of ISO.

In the first portion of the experiment, groups of subjects in two countries
rank-ordered numerous s5nnbols for six referents in terms of their appropriate-
ness for a given referent. These referents indicated the location of drinking
water, information, stairs, taxi, toilets, and waiting room. From these rank-
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ings, three symbols for each of the six referents were selected for further
study. Figure 11 presents these symbols.

In the second phase, 25 subjects in two age groups provided definitions for

each of the three sets of six test symbols. Context was provided by an addi-
tional 18 symbols. Analysis of the results indicated that the wrong answers
fell into two categories: incorrect definitions and "don't know" answers.
Inspection of the incorrect definitions provided valuable insight into some of
the design elements that affect understanding. As a result, Easterby and Zwaga
claimed that more representational symbols were more easily recognized than
highly abstract ones.

In the third phase, subjects selected one symbol from a much larger set to

match against a given referent. In all, three versions for the six referents
were tested, although each subject matched only one sjnnbol. A total of 900
subjects in six countries participated. Although the authors were able to

obtain percentages of correct responses for each symbol
,
they commented that

these percentages can be interpreted only in terras of the symbol set tested.
In some cases, all responses to a given referent were incorrect. While the

matching data do not consequently indicate the best symbol for a referent,
they do provide information on the confusions generated between sjrmbols within
a set. As a result, "the confusion data generated gave valuable information,
both on the image content of the sjnnbols under test and of the other sjnnbols

present in the test material. It would be unwise then to base any decisions
on the image content of the test symbols on the data from the matching test

alone, since percentage correct responses are misleading. The correct response
data must be interpreted both in relation to the confusions generated, and the
features of those other symbols used in the test material and any final deci-

sions on image content are as likely to be based on the recognition test results
as the matching test results" (Easterby & Zwaga, 1976, p. 45).

Because the matching test reveals little about a symbol in absolute terms, and
because the recognition test indicates specific confusions, Easterby and Zwaga
recommended that the recognition test be conducted as the critical phase to

determine the general image content of a symbol. Furthermore, ... "it is now
recommended that the recognition and matching test become successive rather
than parallel parts of the program, with the matching test being used to eval-

uate a complete set of symbols which have been integrally designed as a set.

The particular features of the matching test can then be used to evaluate con-
fusions between symbols which have been designed with an image content deter-

mined by the results of previously conducted recognition tests" (Easterby &

Zwaga, 1976, p. 49). As a result of this research, Easterby and Zwaga recom-
mended that the matching test follow the recognition test to evaluate the

Interdependence between symbols in a complete set.

The other major study of public information signs was commissioned by the U.S.

Department of Transportation (DoT). DoT first sponsored the design of 34 pub-
lic information sjnnbols by the American Institute of Graphic Artists (AIGA)

.

The AIGA (1974) compiled a list of existing symbols for each referent and then

selected or modified the best symbol for each idea based upon this compilation.
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1) Simmlinger
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4) ICAO
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I

13) Brit. Tour. Auth.

5) Child Hosp. B.A. 11) Munich Olympics 17) Dreyfuss Sourcebook

2) Dutch Railway 8) Port Auth. of N.Y. 14) British Rail

O

9) Munich Olympics i5) UlC

6) Dallas Fort Worth 12) Dutch Railway 18) Dreyfuss Sourcebook

o
10) British Rail 16) Port Auth. of N.Y.

Figure 11. Public inforaation symbols studied for ISO
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(See Section 2.3.2). Next the Franklin Research Institute conducted an
extensive evaluation project to determine the understandability of each of
the initial 34 symbols. Preliminary reports of their procedures will be
described briefly here.

In the first interim report, Freedman, Berkowitz, and Gallagher (1976) used
both paper-and-pencil and behavioral performance tests to assesss the 34 sjnn-

bols. They began with a series of tests intended to assess the recognizability
of the symbols, elicit confusions, and provide an indicator of the relative
difficulty of the symbols. These tests provided input to the major testing
phase and indicated, as well, that the symbols varied somewhat in recognizabi-
lity. Eleven symbols, for example, were understood by all subjects.

Both a multiple choice and a matching test were designed for the large scale
testing phase. In the multiple choice test, subjects were shown each symbol
and asked to choose one of four possible meanings for it. These "meanings"
were based upon correct and incorrect answers elicited during the preliminary
testing. In the matching test, subjects selected the most appropriate symbol
for a given referent from a larger display of symbols, ranked the semantic
strength of each symbol, and indicated their familiarity with the s3nnbol. The
final portion of the large-scale testing phase included a "walking rally." In

this rally test, the various destinations were depicted by exhibits in the
Science Museum of the Franklin Institute. All conventional directional signs
were removed and the new destinations indicated by placard signs. The time to

reach each destination was recorded with a stopwatch held by a test monitor who
accompanied each subject. Correctness of the destination was monitored along
with time to arrive. All 34 symbols were assessed in two split halves for the
paper-and-pencil test while only 17 of the sjntnbols were assessed for the walk-
ing rally. Field tests at an airport and a subway station used the matching
procedure

.

In the second interim report, Freedman and Berkowitz (1977) reported that

analysis of the procedures indicated that the multiple-item matching test maxi-
mized reliability while the performance or rally test ensured test validity.
Scores on both tests were correlated and provided similar results.

Preliminary comparison of the lab and field data indicated few differences in

the subjects' responses (Freedman, 1978). The author concluded that the charac-
teristic responses of both groups were similar. Because a number of S3rmbols

were missed by a large number of subjects, the authors proposed several criteria
for effectiveness. They suggested that sjnnbols which are recognized by 60 per-

cent or fewer of the subjects are clearly unacceptable, while those recognized
by more than 85 percent are equally clearly acceptable. Those recognized by 60-

85 percent of the subjects need some improvement.

Caron, Jamieson, and Dewar (1980) applied the semantic differential technique
(discussed earlier by Ells and Dewar, 1979) to several public information
pictographs. Sixty-two volunteer subjects rated each pictograph on a series of

35 bipolar, seven-point, adjective scales. Factor analysis of the pictographs
determined that they represented the dimensions of evaluation, activity, and
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potency. In a second experiment, 96 students made ratings of the 19 adjective
scales defined as the relevant dimensions in the previous experiment. One

group of subjects rated the six pictographs, while the other group rated a set

of six corresponding word signs. Comparison of the ratings for each component/
plctograph revealed that four of the six ideas were similarly related. Two

which were dissimilar were "restaurant" and "women's room." The authors the-
orize that because the "women's room" plctograph does not depict the function
actually Intended, it is only successful in practice due to the context of

juxtaposed male/female signs. The "knife and fork" sjnnbol for restaurant "does

not communicate well, even using recognition measures" (Caron et al., 1980, p.

142). The authors note that semantic differential responses to pictographic
and verbal signs can be obtained from different groups of subjects at different
times/places and subsequently compared.

Experiment 3 expanded the technique of experiment 2 by comparing responses to

two components of each of the six pictographs with the responses given pre-
viously to the lettered signs. Two groups of students (N = 96) evaluated the

plctograph component, using the 19 adjective scales. In the most part, evalu-
ations of the plctograph components were quite dissimilar to those for the ver-
bal signs. In most cases the component alone was less successful than the com-
plete plctograph in communicating a particular message. In one case, however,
the "telephone receiver" component was more successful in conveying its message
than the entire "telephone" plctograph.

The authors concluded that their results demonstrate the utility of the
semantic differential tool in evaluating pictographs or symbols with different
subjects at different times and places. "More importantly for sign evaluation,
the classification analysis technique allows rapid evaluation of meaning matches
between pictographs and lettered signs. The fact that this analysis uses dis-
tinct groups of subjects to evaluate pictographs and lettered signs is particu-
larly Important in practice; once classification equations have been developed
for a target set of lettered signs, evaluation of corresponding pictographs may
proceed at any future time with new samples of observers and pictographs. This

result allows continuous evaluation of new sign design and convergence on opti-
mal designs in the most parsimonious fashion" (Caron et al . , 1980, p. 145).

The semantic differential evaluation may be most effective when combined with a

direct assessment of meaningfulness . The semantic differential technique is

most useful for measuring how meaningful a stimulus is; it does not provide
data on whether a subject can accurately define a symbol. Once a baseline of

understandability has been determined, however, semantic ratings and subsequent
factor analysis appear to be a most useful tool for predicting and comparing
symbol performance along a continuum.

3.5 HAZARD WARNING SYMBOLS FOR PRODUCTS

Another application of S3rmbols covered in this review is that of product
labeling. While there are several standards in this area proposed by the Com-

mon Market, the British, and the Canadians, there has been little if any research
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on the effectiveness of symbols for product warnings. In the U.S. there are
a number of Instances In which controversial product labeling symbols have been
produced. These Include "Mr. Yuk" , (see figure 1) produced by the Pittsburgh
Poison Control Center, to be used Instead of the skull-and-crossbones to warn
children of poisonous substances, and the lawnmower and CB antenna symbols
developed by the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) to warn consumers.
While these have caused much discussion, only "Mr. Yuk" has received any evalu-
ation at all, and that only on a limited basis.

In England, however, Easterby and Haklel (1977a, 1977b, 1977c) conducted a
large-scale evaluation of product hazard symbols to be used In the United
Kingdom (U.K.). They (1977b) pointed out that safety signs for product labels
should Improve the processes of discriminating between products. Identifying
hazardous products, attending to a conspicuous product, searching for and
locating a particular product, classifying a product, and understanding the
meaning of a product sign. Noting that formal coding systems are typically used
to provide additional Information, they raised the following questions (1977b,

p. 4) — "What are the psychological consequences of these formally developed
shape and color codes? Do observers perceive any structure In such formal
codes? Do these formal coding features affect the comprehension of the sign?
Are the codes dealt with separately or Is the sign perceived Integrally — as
a whole sign? Are there stereotypes which uniquely associate specific shapes
and colors with specific types of messages?" These authors believed (1977b,

p. 4) that" some stereotyping does exist in relation to the shape and color
coding of image, background, enclosure and surround elements of safety signs."

If such stereotyping does exist, then when subjects generate their own signs,
certain elements should appear more frequently than others. Easterby and
Haklel proceeded to test this hypothesis in a series of laboratory and field

studies.

In the first study, Easterby and Haklel (1977a, 1977b) asked subjects to design
signs to represent fire, poison, and caustic hazard information. Subjects were
asked to construct signs from a selection of image forms and colors, background
colors and shapes, enclosure shapes and colors, surround shapes and colors, and

supporting field colors. Three alternative images were provided for each of the

three hazards. One described the nature of the hazard, one provided Information
for avoiding the hazard (prescriptive), and the third depicted a prohibited
action associated with the hazard. Four shapes were provided as background,
enclosure, and surround — square, circle, rectangle, and triangle. The seven
colors provided were red, orange, yellow, green, blue, black, and white. After
receiving these materials, a subject designed a sign to be useful in indicating
a hazard on a typical household product. One week later, the procedure was
repeated with the constraint that signs had to be produced for each of the three

symbol modes — descriptive, prescriptive, and prohibitory.

Easterby and Haklel (1977b) repeated these procedures in three experiments — a

pilot study, a field study, and a laboratory study. The results from the field
study demonstrated that shape and color preference were about the same as for
the pilot study. Problems with background color did arise in the pilot study.
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which led to some modifications in the stimulus presentation in the field study.
These changes led to a slight reduction in the use of white backgrounds and an
increase in yellow and red backgrounds in the field study. The general result
from the three studies demonstrated that red was the preferred color for fire

signs. For poison, black was preferred to red, while for caustic, red and black
were about equally used, (There was also a preference for a triangle as the

primary enclosure shape. Background color seemed to be chosen to maximize con-
trast, while enclosure color tended to correspond to image color). The authors
commented (p. 35) that "It is evident, therefore, that not only is there hazard
specificity for the preferred value of the image colour — the colour stereo-
type — but the strength of the stereotype is also hazard dependent." Stereo-
types of triangles and circles accounted for 60-75 percent of the background
shapes. In all of this, fire showed the strongest set of stereotypes and
caustic the weakest.

The authors noted that subjects did tend to choose specific patterns of colors
for images and enclosures. Easterby and Hakiel concluded (1977b, p. 42) "that
the coding of signs is perceived in terms of color combinations, with the com-
paratively independent addition of shape. The colour combinations are used to

specify the identity of the hazard, reinforcing the function of the image."
They commented that the use of color should probably be confined to indicating
the nature of the hazard. The stereotypes identified in these experiments were
used to construct signs for a subsequent large-scale study of the understanda-
bility of specific warning signs.

In the final study of this series, Easterby and Hakiel (1977c) conducted both
a pilot study and a large-scale survey of the effectiveness of the shape and

color stereotypes developed in the previous study, along with a variety of

proposed symbol images. In the pilot study they asked 38 students to rank
order a set of sjrmbols in terms of how well each conveyed a particular message.
This procedure was used to reduce the large number of existing symbols to a

more manageable number. From these results, a set of four symbols for each of

three hazards — Fire, Poison, Caustic — was selected. Subjects preferred
descriptive symbols to either prescriptive or proscriptive sjrmbols. When there

were several versions of a somewhat similar image, subjects preferred more
visually complex images to graphically simplified images.

The symbols selected for study in the pilot test were then used in a nationwide
(U.K.) survey of 4000 respondents. In the recognition test, subjects provided

a meaning for each of 17 signs. The set of 17 signs contained five test signs

and 12 contextual signs which might be found on consumer goods or in public
environments. The five test signs included one example of each of the three

referents identified earlier, as well as one example each of electrical and

general hazard signs. Subjects were given a booklet which contained five con-

text signs, followed by the five hazard signs, with each variant of each hazard
sign being presented to 500 people. The interviewer recorded each subject's

responses and supplied a rating of his/her confidence in each response. In

addition various demographic data such as age, sex, occupation, and family
composition, etc, were collected. During the data analysis, frequencies of
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response were tabulated for each symbol and criterion categories of ranked
effectiveness were developed.

Easterby and Hakiel concluded that attributes of the sign, in terms of image,
color-coding and shape coding, and characteristics of the respondents, such
as age, sex, household composition, and experience with signs, influenced the
recognizability of the signs.

The two characteristics of the image which most influenced recognition
performance were communicative mode and graphic quality. For the most part,
descriptive imagery was effective along with the use of more visually complex
graphic renderings. Graphic simplification or abstraction seemed to lessen the

perceived appropriateness of the symbols in the ranking study, although the
authors suggested that "actual recognition performance will only deteriorate if

simplification is more extreme than the examples used in this study" (Easterby
& Hakiel, 1977c, p, 95).

The effects of color were related to the meaningfulness of the sign, "It was
found that for those signs which performed best, for a given hazard, colour had
no influence on performance — the differentially colour-coded variants of the
best performing fire, poison and caustic signs gave statistically indiscrimin-
able recognition performances. When overall recognition performance was poor,
however, differences between different coloured variants of otherwise equiva-
lent signs became apparent . . . when the image component of the sign is not

readily recognizable to the respondent, more attention is given to those other
sign attributes which may enable a better interpretation of the sign" (Easterby
& Hakiel, 1977c, p. 95).

The characteristics of the subject sample did not affect the relative
recognition performance for a sign, but did alter the absolute levels of recog-
nition. Previous familiarity with the symbol improved performance. Sex had a
differential effect, with housewives failing to recognize the electrical
symbol

,
except that those with young children at home showed better recognition

of the overall symbol set. The most consistent effect, however, was the poor
recognition performance of those over 55. These data suggest that those who
are older or who do not have young children could profit from a more intensive
educational program. Easterby and Hakiel (1977c, p. 100) concluded that "the
shape and form of the images, independently of colour, is the factor which
primarily influences recognition performance of the sign. We conclude, there-
fore, that so long as the sign satisfies some minimum requirements of legi-
bility in term of figure-ground contrast, its recognizability depends on the
image used, independently of the colouring of the components."

3.6 SAFETY SYMBOLS FOR BUILDINGS

Although there do not appear to be many studies which have assessed the

effectiveness of safety symbols for buildings, at least three studies have
examined some aspects of safety signs. Collins and Pierman (1979) and Lerner
and Collins (1980) evaluated the meaningfulness of fire safety symbols. Laner
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and Sell (1960) determined the behavioral effectiveness of safety posters.
Although Laner and Sell did not assess the use of individual symbols, their
work is of interest because it measured the effectiveness of safety signs
directly in terms of changes in unsafe behaviors. A review of their method-
ology can provide some guidance for evaluating the effectiveness of safety
symbols using behavioral measures. Collins and Pieman (1979) reported an
experiment in which they determined the understandability of 22 fire safety
symbols. They asked 143 subjects to provide a short definition for each sym-
bol. Three judges rated each answer as "correct", "incorrect", or "no
response". In addition a tally was kept of the number and kind of incorrect
answers. The percentage of subjects responding in each of the three ways
was calculated for each symbol.

The authors found that some symbols such as "telephone", "no smoking" and the
conventional U.S. "exit" sign were understood by almost all the subjects
tested. Yet other sjrmbols such as "blind alley", "do not block", and "break
glass" were understood by only 20-25 percent of the subjects. Not only were
some symbols not understood, several symbols were given a meaning opposite to
that which was intended. Thus, "no exit" or "blind alley" was interpreted as

"exit" or "safe area" by almost all subjects who gave a definition for this
symbol. Altogether, over 95 percent of the subjects either misidentifled
or did not respond to this particular symbol.

Collins and Pierman (1979) commented that an instance in which a symbol is

given a meaning opposite to that which is intended is potentially very danger-
ous. They recommended that before symbols are adopted, particularly those
which communicate emergency information, their effectiveness must be evaluated.
A safety symbol must be understandable before it can begin to alter behavior
and prevent accidents. Figure 12 presents selected sjnnbols which demonstrate
the extremes of understandability found in this study.

Lerner and Collins (1980) continued the assessment of fire safety sjnnbols in
an evaluation of various testing methods. Using the same set of sjnnbols, with
the addition of three new exit symbols, they compared the use of multiple-
choice versus definition-style answers, as well as the use of slides, placards,
or booklets as stimulus material.

A set of 91 subjects in three age groups participated in the experiment.
Analysis of variance of the data indicated that there was no significant dif-
ference for stimulus presentation method. While the analysis indicated that

there were slight differences between response methods depending upon how
strictly the definition answers were scored, the ordering of sjnnbols according
to understandability remained about the same for the two methods. The

multiple-choice method tended to overestimate the understandability of poorly
understood symbols. As a check on the multiple choice method, the authors
had subjects make confidence ratings of each of the four multiple-choice
answers. The confidence ratings provided insight into the extent of guessing
and confusions. In some instances a wrong answer was given a higher confidence
rating than the correct answer. Use of multiple choice answers appears to
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be a viable option If confidence ratings are Included as a check In guessing,
and If "wrong" answers are selected from those given In a previously adminis-
tered definition experiment,

Lerner and Collins also obtained production data (drawings) for fifteen safety
referents. In seven cases, the majority of the drawings were essentially the
same as the ISO Image, In eight cases the Images were different, with no con-
sistent majority Image emerging In three cases— "exit," "blind alley," and
"general hazard,"

As In the Collins and Plerman study, certain critical life-safety symbols were
poorly understood. The newly proposed ISO "exit" and "no exit" symbols were
better understood than the former ISO symbols, but still did not perform nearly
as well as sjnnbols for "no smoking" or "fire extinguisher." In addition, the
production data revealed that In many Instances subjects were not able to agree
upon symbolic representations for the poorly understood concepts. In particu-
lar, despite Instructions not to use words, most subjects Insisted upon the word
"exit" In drawings for this concept. Lerner and Collins (1980) concluded that

the use of both understandablllty and production methods provides good Insight
Into the effectiveness of a given sjnnbol concept.

Bresnahan and Bryk (1975) reported a study In which the hazard association
values of standard ANSI word safety signs were measured. Using 64 Industrial
subjects, they measured the degree of hazard associated with the signal words -

danger, caution, think, and notice - and the colors - red, yellow, green, and

blue. They found that "danger" and "caution" were considered representative of

greater hazard values than "think" or "notice". Red and yellow colors also
represented a higher level of hazard. While the use of color and signal word
together elicited the most extreme values, it is interesting to note that the
use of color alone (with no signal word) elicited values that were almost as

strong. This study did not assess the effects of symbolic imagery and color
upon perceived hazard, although it suggests that sign color can play a role in

communicating the level of hazard. Whether this is due to learned associations
with familiar ANSI (American National Standards Institute) signs, experimental
artifact, or similar Influence is not known.

Laner and Sell (1960) examined the effectiveness of safety messages in altering
unsafe behavior. They hypothesized that the temporary creation of an unsafe
situation — a common cause of accidents in industry — can often be avoided by
altering human behavior. Although safety posters with various sorts of warning
messages are widely used in an attempt to stop unsafe acts, their effectiveness
in actually modifying these behaviors has rarely been assessed. Effectiveness
could be measured by studying accident reduction directly, except that the time
between accidents is so great that the experiment would be inordinately long.

Laner and Sell also rejected the idea of measuring poster effectiveness in terms
of the extent to which a poster could be recognized, remembered, or liked,

because these measures do not necessarily predict behavior.
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Consequently, Laner and Sell (1960) selected a behavioral measure which would
involve an operation that was potentially dangerous, frequently carried out,
and readily measurable — namely, the hooking back of chain slings onto a crane
hook when not in use. Seven steelworks participated in the experiment in which
posters depicting safe steelworking practices were developed and displayed.
First a baseline of behavior was established over 5 weeks, followed by a lapse
of 7 weeks without measurement, concluding in 2 additional weeks of measurement.

Laner and Sell found the posters had a positive effect in the six test
steelworks, with a substantial effect in four of the six works and no effect in
the seventh, or control steelwork. Furthermore, they noted that the behavior
affected by the posters was at least maintained, if not improved, following the
7 week period in which behavior was not measured. The authors suggested that
the posters were effective because they acted as perpetual reminders or because
they established and reinforced working habits which were selfmaintained . They
also found that the greatest increase in safe behavior occurred where the great-
est hazard to personnel existed. They concluded that posters may be more effec-
tive if the message they carry can be seen to be directly relevant to the situ-
ation. This study confirms that the use of a behavioral measure — reduction
of unsafe acts — is one of the most potent measures of a sign or symbol's true
effectiveness. The research approach suggests a means of assessing the most
critical question in safety communication; namely. "Given that written and
sjrmbolic messages can both be understood, which are more effective at inducing
people to act in accordance with the warnings?" (Dorris & Purswell, 1977, p.

345). Behavioral assessment is the most accurate and probably the most diffi-
cult means of answering this question.

3.7 CATEGORIZATION OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

The preceding review of the research literature has indicated that symbols can
be more effective than words under many circumstances. Symbols can be under-
stood more rapidly and accurately than words. Because the effectiveness of

symbols depends heavily upon their meaningfulness , most researchers have con-
centrated upon the assessment of meaningfulness , Yet, other psychological pro-
cesses have been investigated as well. Table 2 categorizes the symbol research
reviewed in section 3,0 according to the psychological process assessed and the

symbol application addressed. The six aspects of psychological information
processing activities identified in 3,1 are presented: detection, discrimina-
tion, recognition, understanding, attention, and behavior. Although there is a

logical sequence or progression to the psychological processes on paper, there
are many interactions and feedback loops among them which do not appear in table
2. Five applications of graphic symbols are included: highway, automotive,
public information, product labeling, and general safety.

Table 2 also includes the response methods which have been used to assess sjnnbol

performance for each process. These include the use of reaction time, understand-
ability measures, discrimination measures, production techniques, and behavioral
indices. Although a complete evaluation of the effectiveness of a symbol should
include an assessment of its performance for each process, table 2 demonstrates
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that no one researcher to date has evaluated a symbol's performance for all
processes for any application. Table 2 also demonstrates clearly that the bulk
of the research has concentrated upon assessing the understandability of sym-
bols for highway and vehicle applications.

3.8 CONCERNS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The concentration of research on understandability, noted in table 2, reflects
a certain sense of priority, in that determination of understandability is a

necessary first step in symbol evaluation. Once a symbol has been found to be
understandable, then its effectiveness at other stages of processing can be
determined. If a symbol is not understandable, it makes little sense to evalu-
ate its detectability , discriminability ,

recognizability or the like. Improv-
ing its performance on these dimensions is not likely to improve its understand-
ability. Yet, if a sjnnbol is not detectable, discriminable , or the like, it

will also not be understood. Consequently, all aspects of information pro-
cessing and behavior must be assessed to determine a symbol's total effective-
ness. The importance of these processes may vary with the application, however.

Although the processes of detection and discrimination may appear to be most
applicable to highway situations where speed is a factor, they also enter into
building applications. Both smoke and dirt or dust may obscure a building
symbol, causing it to be less detectable than necessary. Thus, issues such as
color, shape, legibility, and figure-ground contrast must be assessed for
symbols whose detection is critical during a building or personal emergency.
Determining the effect of sjnnbol characteristics such as figure-ground relation-
ship, complexity, and abstraction, upon symbol detectability is second only to
determining a symbol's raeaningfulness

,

Determining discriminability, or the ease with which one symbol in a set can be
distinguished from another, is another critical research concern. Although
discriminability usually refers to the process of differentiating between simi-
lar visual stimuli, it is also related to a cognitive discrimination process
which occurs when similar images are given different meanings in different
applications. For example, the ISO "break glass for access" symbol resembles
the DoT explosion hazard symbol (see figure 13). The user is forced to decide
whether the two very similar symbols are intended to convey the same idea, or

have very different meanings. Although context can often provide valuable
clues, these confusions point out the need to consider all existing symbol sets

when selecting a symbol for a particular referent.

A related issue concerns those situations in which a user must decide whether
symbols which look different in fact convey the same meaning. (This issue is

compounded by the current proliferation of numerous sjnnbols for a particular
referent.) For example, there are currently a large number of symbols used for

the concept of "no smoking," The user must decide if these differences are
meaningful — if he/she should discriminate between "no cigarette smoking" and
"no cigarette, cigar or pipe smoking" or simply not smoke anything and further-
more not light a match either. Finally, the same sjrmbol may have different
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Figure 13. Examples of potentially confusing symbols,
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meanings in different contexts with location being the primary cue to its
meaning. Thus, the "handicapped access" symbol is used to indicate both
access for the handicapped and denial of use for the non-handicapped for park-
ing places but not restrooms. These concerns reach far beyond those of dis-
crimination and detection and have tremendous impact upon all research into
the effectiveness of symbols as elements of communication systems.

Another related research concern is the need to determine salience, or the

ability of the sjnnbol to attract the user's attention. Clearly, a symbol must
command attention — if its message is worth displaying. Methods for assessing
salience or attention-getting, while used extensively by market researchers for

product displays (Doblin, 1979), have rarely been applied to symbols for public
safety or transportation. Yet the topic is an important one, particularly in
situations where background visual clutter can intrude upon and obscure the

symbol

.

Behavioral effectiveness remains one of the most critical, but largely
unresearched areas for assessing symbol excellence. Does the symbol alter the
user's behavior in the intended direction? Will he/she follow its message?
Word messages must be compared with symbolic messages to see which are more
effective in getting people to behave appropriately. In addition, different
s3nnbols for a given referent should be compared for their relative effective-
ness in determining behavior. Nowhere is the issue more important than in the

safety area, where failure to understand a symbol or word message such as "no

smoking", "flammable", or "explosive" could lead to a serious injury or disas-
ter such as fire or explosion. Similarly, failure to obey signs for personal
protective equipment can lead to injury or death. Thus, the symbol must com-
municate the seriousness of the hazard situation as well as the nature of the
hazard, and direct the user's behavior accordingly. Despite its importance,
behavioral effectiveness has rarely been evaluated as systematically as raean-

ingfulness or detectability . As a result, there is a need to develop observa-
tional measures and Indices which can be as easily studied as Laner and Sell's
"hooking back of crane slings," and which provide a similar indication of the

effectiveness of the warning message.

Although more extensively studied than processes such as detection,
discrimination, salience, and behavioral effectiveness, understandability
remains critical. For example, if the symbol tests well in terras of detectabi-
lity and discrirainability but is not meaningful, and no more understandable
S3mibol has been developed, then issues such as ease of learning and retention
must be faced. The symbol should then be evaluated in terms of how long it

takes to learn it, and how well it is remembered after training. Of the

studies reviewed in section 3.0, only Walker, et al., (1965), and Griffith and
Actkinson (1979), assessed the ease of learning and length of retention for a

set of symbols. The disparity between their results and the problems uncovered
by Griffith and Actkinson, while most likely due to extreme differences in the

size of the two symbol sets (6 versus 128), indicates the need to develop more
effective training methods for learning and remembering sjnnbols. At this point,
training typically consists of the hope that the users will eventually learn the
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meaning of the symbol through repeated association of a word label with the

sjnnbol

.

In addition to the failure to evaluate performance for all six psychological
processes for each application, at least one application has received only
limited research attention of any sort. As can be seen from table 2, safety
symbols for buildings have been evaluated only In the most limited fashion.

Performance for the processes of detection, discrimination, recognition, and
attention has not yet been evaluated for any safety symbol set, while that for

understandablllty has only been evaluated for a limited set of fire safety

symbols. The only assessment of behavior alteration concentrated upon posters
rather than symbols. As a result, the particular application where the use of

a poor or misleading symbol could be potentially quite hazardous has received

very little research attention. Table 2 makes It clear that the effectiveness
of building safety symbols must be researched for all psychological processes,
including understandablllty.
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4. SUMMARY

4.1 OVERVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The need to communicate information without the use of written language has
prompted an international movement toward the use of symbolic signs. Graphic
S3mibols now appear in a wide variety of applications, from highway signs to

motor vehicles, for a variety of purposes from directional information to hazard
warnings. The need for symbols has become more acute with growing international
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travel, high illiteracy rates, and legal mandates to conimunicate hazard warnings.
This need has generated a concomitant need for standardization.

As noted by Eliot (1960), the earliest modern attempts to use graphic symbols
were for highway applications, with international standardization beginning as
early as 1909. King (1971) described several international conventions which
culminated in a U.N. protocol on traffic signs in 1949. Many of these symbols
have finally been adopted for use in the United States. Nevertheless, highways
are one of the very few applications for which even a few symbols have been
successfully standardized on an international basis.

The process of successful standardization for all applications is heavily
dependent upon the testing and evaluation of graphic sjnnbols. Ideally, testing
and evaluation should occur at several stages during the process of developing
and standardizing symbols and sjmbol referents. Once selections of the refer-
ents are made, the development of symbols should focus on the nature of the
graphic symbol itself and the message it is to convey. Sjnnbols can describe a

hazard, prohibit an action, or prescribe a remedy. They can indicate the nature
of the hazard, the consequences of interacting with a hazard, or the degree of

hazardousness. Once a conclusion about the message to be conveyed is reached,
then the designer can concentrate on the nature of the symbol and the degree of
abstraction. Both Modley (1966) and Eliot (1960) discussed symbol characteris-
tics in terms of the pictorial quality of the image. While a directly pictorial
image may communicate its intended meaning rapidly and accurately, such images
are difficult to achieve for some concepts, and with rigid standardization may
in time appear dated and outmoded. Furthermore some concepts such as "stop",
"exit", or "route" can be very difficult to portray pictorially. As a result,
abstract sjnnbols have been proposed for such concepts. Because an abstract
symbol may also be clearer graphically and more detectable under degraded view-
ing conditions, the eventual application of the graphic symbol must also be

considered during the design and evaluation proccess.

Some pioneers of modern sjnnbol use, such as Mead and Dreyfuss saw few bounds to

the use of sjnnbols, and even envisioned sjnnbols as a new language unfettered by
linguistic barriers. Others, such as Kolers (1969), objected to the use of

symbols as a language because of inherent limitations on combining sjnnbols and
on depicting processes, restrictions, or changing ideas. For Kolers, the appli-
cation of sjnnbols should be restricted to identifying situations or objects and

to providing limited instructions or directions. Despite these limitations,
however, sjnnbols can be extremely effective, particularly if careful considera-
tion is given to the evaluation of both image quality and intrinsic meaning of

a sjnnbol

.

Evaluation of symbol design from a graphic viewpoint is an essential step in

the development of more effective sjnnbols. Doblin (1979), for example, sug-
gested that the various qualities to be assessed during the design stage should
include power, uniqueness, duration, perceptability , and excitement. Whitney

(1979) emphasized that design evaluation is most important for providing feed-
back toward essential Improvements. During a graphic review, the designer
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should focus on the graphic form of the symbol Including an assessment of the

simplicity of design, consistency of elements, and proportion of legibility of

the final product (Dreyfuss, 1966), as well as the need for the message itself
(AIGA, 1974). Finally, application of Gestalt principles of perception can
further enhance the graphic quality of the image (Easterby, 1967, 1970).

Evaluation of graphic quality is not sufficient in itself, however. Symbols
must also be evaluated for understandability . Yet, symbols which are evaluated
for graphic consistency are rarely evaluated for understandability—or vice

versa. Thus, in the three studies of design evaluation presented in section
2.3.2, no formal attempts were made to collect information about the symbol's
meaningfulness or overall effectiveness from a user's standpoint. Similarly,
in the studies presented in section 3.0 no attempt was made to use information
gained during the assessment of effectiveness for the user to improve the final
graphic design. Failure to conduct such bi-directional evaluation has seriously
hindered the development of well-designed symbols which also communicate effec-
tively. Furthermore, as pointed out in section 3.8, a complete evaluation of a

symbol's effectiveness for the user requires more than just evaluation of under-
standability. A total evaluation which includes detection, discrimination,
recognition, salience, and behavioral effectiveness is rarely accomplished.

Despite the lack of thorough design and research evaluation of symbols, the

research studies reviewed in section 3.0 support the use of graphic symbols.
The research review indicates that in direct comparisons of word and sjnnbol

signs, symbols generally perform better. Specifically, reaction time is faster
(Janda & Volk, 1934), understanding is more rapid (Ells & Dewar, 1979), legi-
bility distance is greater (Dewar et al., 1976) and recall is more accurate
(Walker et al., 1965). In situations in which word signs perform better than
symbols (Dewar & Ells, 1974), the addition of visual distraction and loading
tasks, — an addition which makes the test situation more like the real world
— results in superior performance for symbols (Ells & Dewar, 1976). In addi-
tion, the accuracy of symbol identification is greater than for comparable word
signs (King, 1971, 1975; Plummer et al . , 1974) particularly if interference is

added. In one of the few instances where a shorter reaction time was obtained
for words (Ells & Dewar, 1979), this difference disappeared when a less
verbally-biased response measure was used.

In addition to the direct comparison of word and symbol signs, experimental
research has also been directed toward the understandability of one or more
sets of graphic symbols. In several cases, researchers have selected and
recommended a set of s3mibols for public use based upon an assessment of their
understandability (Brainard et al

. , 1961; Heard, 1974; Welgand & Glumm, 1979;

Griffith & Actkinson, 1978); Easterby & Zwaga, 1976). In only one case was
the symbol set found to be difficult to recognize and learn (Griffith &

Actkinson, 1978), perhaps due to the large set (128) of sjnnbols tested or the

short training time.

When sufficient time and money are available, subjects can produce images or

combinations of images for a particular concept. These "production" studies
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provide valuable insight into the stereotypes that exist for specific concepts.
Brainard et al. (1961), Green (1979), and Lerner and Collins (1980) all found
that subjects can draw images for a particular referent and that there are
common stereotypes for many of the referents. Furthermore, these images were
often more accurately identified than a set of standardized images by a subse-
quent group of subjects (Green, 1979). Easterby and Hakiel (1977a; 1977b;
1977c) also determined that subjects selected images, color, and shapes in a

consistent fashion to convey various hazard warnings. Thus, use of a target
audience to generate images for subsequent use with that audience may ensure
greater understandability of a symbol set. Because this technique can be

hampered by the subjects' perceived inability to portray an idea graphically,
such production techniques will be most effective if a graphic artist can
redraw the various images produced. This also would provide a chance for
graphic improvement and refinement of the final image.

Finally, graphic symbols and signs are effective in determining compliance or
successful alteration of behavior. Thus, Forbes et al . (1963), Dewar and
Swanson (1972), and Freedman and Berkowitz (1976) found that S3nnbols were as
effective or more effective than comparable word signs in directing vehicular
or pedestrian movement. These data, combined with the results of Laner and
Sell (1960), underline the efficacy of behavioral evaluation in determining
the ultimate effectiveness of a symbol.

4.2 ISSUES IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND STANDARDIZATION OF MORE EFFECTIVE SYMBOLS

Individual efforts to improve the quality and effectiveness of specific symbols,
have typically not been applied to many sjnnbols currently in use. Despite the
widespread need for graphic symbols to communicate essential safety, warning,
and directional information, various problems have prevented their development
and use. These problems arise from the failure to evaluate symbols for both
graphic coherence and user effectiveness, and from the current lack of stand-

ards for symbols, particularly in the safety information and hazard warning
area. Because graphic symbols are widely acclaimed as the cure for written
communication failures (Mead & Modley, 1968), they often are developed and

implemented without careful design, experimental evaluation, or reference to

existing graphic systems. As a result, much of their potential effectiveness
is not attained.

The effectiveness of graphic symbols can be enhanced by heeding several key
Issues. Attention to good graphic design is a paramount issue. Good design is

essential to the greater use of symbols, particularly in public buiildings and

spaces where much attention is already paid to the design quality of the envi-
ronment. Yet, good design goes beyond issues of acceptancce by designers and

clients; it affects issues critical to the user such as visibility, legibility,

and salience. As a result, careful attention must be paid to the graphic
quality of any sjnnbol set selected for widespread use and standardization.

A second key issue is the need to determine the intended goal of the symbol. A
symbol may be used merely to decorate a space - to make it more interesting
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visually. In most cases, however, the goal of the graphic symbol is to provide
information to an intially uninformed user. This information may be direc-
tional, prohibitory, protective, instructive, or prescriptive. In the case of
safety symbols, it may be intended to inform the user of the existence of a

hazard, the severity of the hazard, the probable consequences of encountering
the hazard, or, in some instances, how to avoid the hazard. Different sjrmbol

images will often be required to depict each kind of information (see figure
14). Because of the legal need to provide warnings, it is important to select
the most accurate and most comprehensive symbolic message for a particular
situation. It may be most effective to select an appropriate graphic symbol
based upon the specific requirements of the workplace or application.

A third key issue is the determination of the degree of abstraction or realism
of the graphic image. Generally, the more abstract the image the less it will
be understood, although Easterby and Hakiel (1977c) found that the degree of
realistic detail tested in their study did not affect understandability . If

the user is taught the sjnnbol's meaning, or if the symbol does not provide
information essential to a user's safety, then the degree of abstraction is

less critical. A greater degree of abstraction also might be required to con-
vey certain difficult concepts or processes such as "exit" or "buy tickets" or

"provide information" or "make reservations". Furthermore, symbols are probably
most effective when designed to convey a relatively simple concept which does
not demand the combination of ideas. An excessive amount of realism, however,
carries with it the possibility that the user will not generalize the message
to all intended situations or that it will not be legible or salient. Decisions
about the realism or complexity of an image require an assessment of understand-
ability, visibility, legibility, and recognition. Ease of training is another
important factor in determining symbolic imagery. If the eventual user can
learn the symbol before even confronting it, initial understandability becomes
less critical. Training opportunities are often limited, however.

Consideration of the characteristics of the intended user group is the fourth
key issue. An image intended particularly for adults might not be satisfactory
for children. For example, children tend to associate a skull and crossbones
with pirates and games rather than with poison and danger. Yet, a proposed
solution, "Mr. Yuk" ,

may seem childish or inappropriate to adult factory workers,
(see figure 1). Selecting a symbol image for a given referent as a function of
the intended population may cause even further problems. The child trained to

recognize "Mr. Yuk" for poison may be puzzled as an adult when encountering the
skull and crossbones for the first time. Nevertheless, the characteristics of
the intended user group must be determined if undesirable or unexpected associ-
ations are to be avoided. Cahill (1976) demonstrated that experience can posi-
tively affect symbol recognition for machinery applications. Consequently,
symbols indended for specific user groups should be designed with their skills,

knowledge, and limitations in mind.

Another important characteristic of the intended user group to consider is

disabilities. Many people in the U.S. are sight-impaired with estimates running
as high as 6.4 million (Aiello & Steinfeld, 1979). The relative percentage of
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Figure 14. Symbol images used to depict different types of information
for a single hazard
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elderly is increasing, as well. Four studies (Collins & Pierman, 1979; Lerner

& Collins, 1980; Hulbert et al., 1979; and Easterby & Hakiel, 1977c) demon-
strated that elderly subjects perform significantly worse on tests of symbol
understandability. Whether this result occurs because they do not understand

the instructions, are reluctant to guess, or have not benefitted from the infor-
mal symbol education program provided by current road signs is not clear. Their
poorer performance remains an issue to be considered in the implementation of

effective symbols, however. Public information sjnnbols such as those for safety,
direction, and warning, should be designed with the user's limitations in mind,

A fifth key issue in the development of effective graphic symbol systems is the

use of shape and color to code information. Heretofore, sjmibols have been dis-
cussed as though they are simply freestanding images. Yet, most existing sym-

bol systems use both background shape and color to encode supplementary infor-
mation. The U,S, DoT uses the orange diamond shape to indicate road hazards
while restricting the red octagon shape exclusively to stop signs, for example.
In the ISO TC 80 system for workplace safety symbols (1978), circles are used
to symbolize mandatory or prohibited actions, triangles to provide hazard warn-
ings, and squares or rectangles to indicate general information. Color is used

to emphasize the shape-coding system with blue for mandatory action, red for
prohibited action (with a slash added to the circle), yellow and black for

hazard warning, green for safety, and blue or green for general information.
The proposed Australian safety sign standard (1978) followed the ISO system
except for substituting a diamond for the triangle for hazard warning.

Yet, despite widespread use in standard symbol systems, the effectiveness of

shape and color in encoding information has rarely been assessed, Easterby and
Hakiel (1977b) found that subjects chose triangles over circles to convey warn-
ing messages. These authors did not test other shape coding options, however.
Furthermore, since the triangle is in widespread use in the U.K. as a hazard
warning, their subjects may only be reflecting this existing coding system.

Use of the triangle for coding hazard has been attacked by the Standards Asso-
ciation of Australia (1978) and others on the grounds that it restricts needed
space for symbol placement. Use of the DoT diamond shape for hazard warnings
appears to alleviate some of the size problems, but flies in the face of inter-
national coding conventions. The question of the need for surround shape to

encode level of hazard of nature of the sign remains unresolved.

The selection of the most effective set of shapes and colors to encode
information is further complicated by the current use of these coding systems.

Such use may not be the "best" means of conveying the desired information. For

example, Dewar (1976) who investigated several symbolic codes for prohibition,
determined that the conventional prohibitory slash can obscure the symbol, mak-
ing it less visible and less understandable. Yet, use of a red circle alone
would be ineffective for color deficient observers, while a partial slash might
be interpreted as only a trivial restriction. Furthermore, the widespread use

of the red circle and slash means that this convention, however poor, is

difficult to change. Similarly other coding systems, such as the triangles for

hazard, may also not be as effective as desired from an experimental point of
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view. Yet, because these are embedded in various national and international
sign standards, it may not be possible to select the most optimal approach for
transmitting information. Furthermore, the need to counter the trend toward
proliferation of symbol systems may outweigh the need to develop the best
possible coding systems. Nevertheless, the issue of developing optimal shape
and color coding systems for the most effective transmission of information
remains

.

Other key issues which must be addressed in the design and use of symbol signs
include legibility, durability, and placement. Warning signs are often placed
in environments which deteriorate over time. Dust and dirt may affect the
visibility of symbols on a day to day basis while smoke may impair legibility
during emergency conditions. Thus, the performance of symbols should be eval-
uated under conditions of blur and dimished contrast. Smith and Weir (1978)
for example, found that the performance of arrows of different design varied
significantly under blur and glare conditions. Green and Davis (1976) found
that placement, or rotation of the symbol, critically affected response time.
In buildings, placement of a graphic sjmibol beyond the normal angle of vision
(Follis & Hammer, 1979) can seriously impair its detectability

.

Each of the key issues mentioned above must be considered in the development of
effective symbols. The various evaluative techniques discussed in section 3.0
and summarized in table 2 can be used to determine the effectiveness of a given
symbol. While evaluative research cannot answer all the questions surrounding
the development of effective symbols, it can provide insight to the relative
performance of a particular symbol and the overall performance of a set of

symbols for a given user group. This information can be used to improve the

graphic rendition of a particular symbol and to predict the effectiveness of a

symbol system for a target population.

Finally, a model for evaluating and predicting symbol performance must be
developed. It is not sufficient to determine performance on one of the infor-

mation processing dimensions discussed in table 2. An integrative model capable
of comparing and weighting performance must also be developed and applied across
dimensions. Although past decisions about symbol selection and use have typi-
cally been unidimensional

,
centering on one aspect such as understandability

,

legibility, or graphic coherence, such limited concerns are not adequate for

selecting symbols for public use. A legible symbol may not be understandable
or vice versa. Yet, because all the processing dimensions noted in table 2 may
not be of equal importance, this model must build upon an additive model, or

efficiency index, such as that developed by Mackett-Stout and Dewar (1981). As

a result, a series of relative weighting factors, related to the demands of the

specific application must also be developed to apply to the results from the

individual dimensions. Such holistic evaluation is essential for the

development and use of more effective building symbols.

The need to conduct evaluative research at both the design and implementation
stages is especially critical for supporting the development of standards for
symbols. Because of the existing proliferation of symbols and symbol systems.
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there is an urgent need to develop and standardize symbols which are good
graphically and which communicate effectively. Nowhere is the need greater
than in the area of safety information and hazard warnings where the failure

to communicate can mean serious injury or death.
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